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ABSTRACT
While the discussion of Free Indirect Discourse is
limited almost entirely to the twentieth, century, the
technique has been used by writers from a variety of periods
throughout literary history.

Its effects vary, depending on

the strength of the narrative voice and whether it is used
to represent speech or thought.

The first essay in this

dissertation examines free indirect thought as it emerges in
Chaucer's Troylus and Criseyde, Lyly's Euphues, and
Gascoigne's Adventures of Master F.J.

The effect in this

early period seems to be primarily dramatic, a finding
supported by further discussion of a prototype form
identified in Genesis.

The second essay traces the ironic

effects of free indirect speech as a dual voice in skaz and
first-person texts and a triple voice in third-person texts.
The question of mimicry and distance is further complicated
by quoted forms of free indirect speech.

The third essay

studies selected works by George Eliot and Henry James to
consider the effect of free indirect discourse on narrative
structure and distance.

The final essay uses Ruthrof's

theory of how readers construct meaning to examine how
readers use free indirect discourse to interpret narratorial
vxi

stance, structure, theme, and mode in works by Joyce, Woolf,
George Eliot, and Chopin.

Vlll

INTRODUCTION
Paris, 1857.

The novel Madame Bovarv is charged with

"offense to public morality and religion" and tried in civil
court before a judge (LaCapra 36).

One of the prosecution's

principal arguments centers on the authority of the
narrator's voice; Flaubert appears to be advocating
adultery.

The prosecutor singles out a passage in

illustration:
As soon as she had got rid of Charles she went and
shut herself up in her room.
At first she felt stunned; she saw the trees, the
paths, the ditches, Rodolphe, and she again felt the
pressure of his arms, while the leaves rustled and the
reeds whistled.
But when she saw herself in the mirror she
wondered at her face.

Never had her eyes been so

large, so black, nor so deep.

Something subtle about

her being transfigured her.
She repeated:

"I have a lover! a lover!"

delighting at the idea as if a second puberty had come
to her.

So at last she was to know those joys of love,

that fever of happiness of which she had despaired!
She was entering upon a marvelous world where all would
be passion, ecstasy, delirium....
1

(Flaubert 117)
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The last two lines, claims the prosecutor, are the
narrator's voice, advocating the pleasures of adultery
(LaCapra 58).
The last two lines, of course, as we recognize them
today, are examples of free indirect discourse (FID):

the

thoughts of the character expressed directly, but with third
person pronouns instead of the first person references one
would find in an internal monolog.

Flaubert was one of the

first French writers to use free indirect discourse
frequently; apparently the combination of this technique
with his attempts to efface the chatty 19th century narrator
confused audiences expecting to find a moral center in the
narrator's commentary.
Almost 150 years later, we are still analyzing some of
the same questions raised (or suggested) by the prosecutor's
attacks:

In an FID passage, who speaks?

The author, the

narrator, the character, or the character-as-limited by the
narrator's perceptions?
reader?

How do FID passages affect the

Are we enticed, even manipulated, to a particular

response by what amounts to a rhetorical device?

Since the

focus of narratological study considers the relation of
story (including characters' thoughts and speech) to the
narrator's presentation (discourse), passages of FID which
seem to merge the voices of narrator and character prove
particularly useful in determining the author-narratorcharacter-reader positioning within a text.
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Historical Background
Although FID (or something very like it) has been
identified in medieval texts,1 and, in its spoken form, is
probably intrinsic to the human tendency to storytelling,
the technique was named and described only in the 20th
century, and scholarship surrounding its uses in narrative
has burgeoned only in the last two decades.
Charles Bally first described "Le style indirect libre"
in 1912,l
23 so named in French to indicate its linguistic
aspects— the style is indirect, for it centers in the
narrator's deictics of person and tense, while the "free"
indicated (for Bally) the lack of the subordination or tags
we associate with indirect discourse.1 Bally’s discussion
is based entirely on French usage (Pascal 8), and it sparked
considerable response from German philologist Lorck, who
argued that, when examined in context, FID often has the
effect of direct speech.

Because it is created by an

author, "alone with his imagined characters in the seclusion
of his study...[who] can immerse himself into the psyche of
his imaginary creatures"

(Pascal 14), Lorck named the

technique "erlebte Rede," experienced speech.

The German

lSee Fludernik 93-100 for an overview of English, French,
and German examples.
According to Pascal, A. Tobler first mentions "a 'peculiar
mixture' of direct and indirect speech" in an 1897
article (8). In The Dual Voice (1977) Pascal presents
an extensive discussion of the controversy arising from
Bally's article.
3Pascal adopts the English "free" because of the narrative
and syntactic "liberties" FID demonstrates (31).
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term thus reflects the sense of directness and psychological
effect found in FID; the controversy between descriptive
linguistics and literary effect is evident from the terms
chosen to name this technique.
Marguerite Lips reviews this controversy in Le Style
indirect libre (1926).

While she focuses on French

literature, she also mentions German, English, and Russian
works.

She is the first to identify its use in Jane

Austen's novels (Pascal 20).

Although Lips in fact examines

FID as both a linguistic and stylistic phenomena, in the
decades which follow, we see a division in approach which
roughly approximates the earlier controversy.
suggests two broad categories:

Dorrit Cohn

studies that examine the

presentation of mental activity primarily by focusing on
stream-of-consciousness, studies that provide "no clarity at
all concerning formal technique” (Transparent Minds 10), and
studies that emphasize stylistic linguistics.

Until

recently, most of the linguistic-based approaches have been
published in Europe, including the work of Russian
formalists (Bakhtin, for example) and structuralists
(Genette's Narrative Discourse).

American critics, on the

other hand, were still arguing about the appropriate term
for FID as late as 1982,4 and several notable writers seem
‘Dorrit Cohn prefers the term "narrated monolog"
(Transparent Minds 13); Pascal argues for "free
indirect speech" (32); Banfield uses "represented
speech and thought"; McHale lists four other English
possibilities before suggesting "free indirect
discourse" as the best choice (249-50n)
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blithely unaware of its existence--I have been unable to
find any reference to FID in Wayne Booth's Rhetoric of
Fiction, for example, despite its focus on point of view,
and Hugh Kenner (1978), in describing Joyce's use of what
is, in fact, FID, christens it "the Uncle Charles
Principle."
Ann Banfield's controversial book, Unspeakable
Sentences (1982), however, used a linguistic analysis of FID
passages to question the widely accepted understanding that
fiction requires a narrator or teller who is responsible for
presenting the words of a text.

Banfield focuses her

attention on the linguistic aspects of FID as it appears in
19th and 20th century third person texts.

She argues that

FID is exclusively a literary phenomenon, and further, that
sentences of FID are "speaker-less," linguistically
unspeakable by either narrator or character.

The resulting,

often bitter, debate has especially focused on the presence
of FID in first person texts, in speech, and in "nonliterary" texts including book reviews and newspaper
reports, and on the importance of context and rhetorical
effect (rather than merely linguistic description).
Of considerable interest to literary theorist and
linguist alike, then, is Monica Fludemik's The Fictions of
Language and the Languages of Fiction (1993), which "locates
itself squarely between a literary and linguistic point of
view"

(2).

Fludernik asserts that FID is "crucial to the
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discussion about narrative point of view and the linguistic
representation of subjectivity" (6).

In addition to a

thorough survey of FID'S usage in English, German, and
French literary and non-literary texts, she also examines
the relationship between FID and the reading process and
suggests a "natural (or conversational) narrative"

(7) .

Fludemik's work seems to tie the linguistic and
literary aspects of FID together usefully:

she indicates

gaps in our current knowledge, particularly in studies of
early FID use, and points where further study may develop-in theories of fictionality, reading, and a reassessment of
the narrative communication model.

The essays that comprise

this dissertation have been directly inspired by Fludernik's
work.

The first two examine topics within areas that

Fludemik has noted need more research— early evidence of
FID, and differences between represented speech and thought;
the third uses two study examples to explore FID's effect on
narrative shape and theme; the fourth explores FID's
rhetorical effects in light of recent reading and
fictionality theories and suggests ways FID helps us "read"
the narratorial process and make meaning of the story
itself.

Technical Description
In describing FID, one may, following Bally's 1912
article, differentiate it from indirect discourse, which
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seems to suggest FID is somehow an imbedded form that has
been freed from subordinating conjunctions and tags (as if
"he thought that...", for example, has been deleted).

But

some languages— German, for one--retain the conjunctions, as
Lorck demonstrates in his response to Bally's article.
Lorck argues in his 1921 book Die 1Erlebte Rede' that FID
gives the sense of direct speech (Pascal 23), and those who
argue FID developed from the spoken language should agree
that differentiating FID from direct speech is as effective
a model.
We can see the differences then, by comparing direct
speech with its equivalent free indirect form:

the direct

speech of
"Now I understand," said Tom.
of course.

"The old man is crazy,

The problem is, should I call the police?

becomes, in free indirect discourse,
He understood now.

The old man was crazy, of course.

The problem was, should he call the police?
This example gives the "standard" FID form:

the pronouns

change from first to third person, the verb "backtenses"
from present to past (changes which indicate the narrator's
voice), while the passage retains the deictic5 "now," the
character's diction, and the question, aspects which suggest

5 Generally, "deictic" describes those words which point to
the speaker's time or location: "now," "then," or
"today" all indicates times from the speaker's
perspective, while "here" or "across the street" show
the speaker's location.
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the character's voice and syntax of direct speech.
Variations on the standard form are possible, including
FID in first-person texts and FID passages which do not show
any backtensing from the surrounding narrative.

The

following (invented) passage shows both these variations:
Shortly thereafter, the rector was shown up to my
study. I was determined, as far as possible, to ignore
his troubled gaze.

Could I, on this chilly morning,

offer him any refreshment?

He would not put me to any

trouble, but tea would, indeed, be welcome.

I rang the

bell and directed the conversation to a new volume of
poetry I had received in the morning post.
The FID shows no grammatical shifts, but the expressive
features (the question, the character diction as in "put me
to any trouble" and "indeed") indicate character voice and
the presence of FID.

Even the modals (which may here

indicate the verbal shift through a change in mood instead
of tense) express the stilted politeness of the conversation
reflected in the FID.

Aesthetic Effects
The grammar shifts and expressive features clearly seem
to combine the voices of narrator and character, a "dual
voice," as Roy Pascal titles his book about free indirect
discourse in 19th century novels.

In a similar study,

Dorrit Cohn identifies three narrative modes for presenting
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consciousness:

internal monolog, which resides in the voice

of the character, free indirect discourse, and "psychonarration" (Cohn's term), which provides the narrator's
indirect report of character thought.6 This last technique
may "summarize an inner development... render the flow of
successive thoughts... elaborate a mental instant" or express
"in a narrator's knowing words, what a character 'knows'
without knowing how to put it into words"

(Cohn 34, 46) .

FID provides a middle ground between the other two methods,
between the voices of narrator and character.
Texts which use FID generally employ all three methods
to present thought, with psychonarration predominating.

As

Didier Coste suggests, psychonarration "give[s] narrative
discourse hegemony over the text," transforming "into
collaboration" the other methods (68).

Because it presents

the narrator's voice, psychonarration places the reader at
the greatest distance from the story, introducing an ironic
tension between the character's voice (as represented in
internal monolog or filtered through indirect report) and
the narrator's viewpoint.

As the "middle ground," FID

frequently illustrates this tension; often we can see, in a
single sentence of FID, a dialogical relationship between
narrator and character--"The narrator is both inside and
outside the character's 'mind'"

(LaCapra 134), developing

sAs Cohn indicates, these categories are loosely based on
Genette's three divisions of distance for character's
speech: narrated speech, transposed speech (indirect),
and reported (direct) speech (Genette 171-172).
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empathy through the mimetic sense of direct speech, and
producing irony with the diegetic "feel" drawn from the
third person and past tense.
For example, in the passage cited from Madame Bovarv
above, Flaubert combines all three methods of presenting
character thought:
She repeated:

"I have a lover! a lover!"

delighting at the idea as if a second puberty had come
to her.

So at last she was to know those joys of love,

that fever of happiness of which she had despaired!
She was entering upon a marvelous world where all would
be passion, ecstasy, delirium....

(117)

The first sentence is monolog developed by a participial
phrase of psychonarration.

The FID which follows presents

her words ("joys of love," "fever of happiness," etc.), her
time deictic ("at last"), the syntax of direct speech (an
exclamatory sentence)...and also evokes a sense of ridicule.
Because the psychonarration has suggested her immaturity
("second puberty"), Emma's superlative "marvelous" and "all"
evoke an ironic overtone; we see that she understands her
experience merely in romantic cliches.
The key to understanding how FID achieves such
contrasting effects (sympathy and irony— sometimes
simultaneously!) lies in analyzing the relative distance of
the two speakers implied in the dual voice.

When the

narrator's voice is emphasized, we are more likely to sense
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irony; when the character's speech predominates, we feel a
stronger exposure to the character's mind and may, in
developing a closer understanding of the character's mental
processes, discover some empathy.
But not always--such exposure may also develop ridicule
or dislike.

Austen, for example, uses FID to control a

vivacious, personable character who seems to outshine the
heroine, Fanny Price, in Mansfield Park.

As Louise Flavin

shows, Mary Crawford's thoughts in FID "reveal[s] egoism and
a mind that sees vice as mere folly" (154); against these
faults, Fanny's quiet behavior and duller virtues gather
some luster.
The essays which follow are all focused in some way on
the effects of FID.

The first essay examines FID-prototyes

in Genesis and selected 14th and 16th century narratives.
The focus is on represented thought rather than speech, and
on FID as an emerging narrative technique, used in peak
narrative moments to dramatize a character's mental state or
heighten emotion.

The second essay explores the effects of

represented speech, especially as they differ from the
effects of represented thought; with represented speech, the
potential for mimicry and distance are substantially
increased.

The third essay uses selected novels by George

Eliot and Henry James to explain the effects FID has on
narrative structure and theme.

And the fourth essay

attempts to place FID's rhetorical effects within a reading
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theory framework, suggesting how FID affects our reading of
both narrative discourse and the story itself.

CHAPTER 1
DRAMATIZING THOUGHT IN
CHAUCER, GASCOIGNE, LYLY, AND GENESIS
For many scholars, Free Indirect Discourse (FID) seems
to be a characteristic distinctive to prose, appearing "at
the beginning of the m o d e m period, an appearance coinciding
with the rise of the novel itself"

(Banfield 231).

In The

Dual Voice, Pascal identifies Jane Austen as the first
English writer to use FID "as a prominent and continuous
feature in a novel"

(34).

The earliest texts on FID

similarly view it as "a phenomenon of the literary language"
(Lips, qtd. in Banfield 236), since, as Bally suggests,

"the

free indirect style gives the very distinct impression of a
literary process"

(1912, qtd. in Banfield 236).

Moreover,

Bakhtin identifies it primarily with silent reading,
explaining that
the very kind of development quasi-direct discourse
[FID] has undergone is bound up with the transposition
of the larger prose genres into a silent register,
i.e., for silent reading.

Only this 'silencing' of

prose could have made possible the multileveledness and
voice-defying complexity of intonational structure that
are so characteristic for modern literature.
(Voloshinov 156)1*
Bakhtin apparently published under Voloshinov's name
(McHale 262 nl4).
13
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FID is thus "unspeakable" not only, as Banfield asserts in
her book Unspeakable Sentences, because it may lack a
speaker (if one accepts Banfield's transformational grammar
stylistics model), but also because it merges two or three
voices in a single utterance, becoming "physically
unspeakable, unpronounceable... language [that] defies normal
vocalization"

(McHale 282).

While it is generally agreed that FID was not widely
used in literature until the 19th century, a debate remains
on the technique's sources.

Auerbach, for example, suggests

that FID developed as writers looked for ways to represent
thought and individual psychology.

In Mimesis, as he

follows attempts of writers to render increasingly complex
characters and states of consciousness, Auerbach provides
clear commentary on the development of FID as a stylistic
technique.

He first finds, in his discussion of the

increasing specificity of character portrayal in Boccaccio's
Decameron, a phrase in "Frate Alberto"

(4,2) that, in

evocation of character, seems to "approach the form which
German criticism has recently come to call erlebte Rede"
(213).

Much later, in an examination of Balzac’s attempts

to establish "atmospheric realism," Auerbach again finds
FID:
Balzac enlightens us not at all concerning her previous
life, but instead reproduces, partly in erlebte Rede,
the formless, whining, mendaciously colloquial chatter
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with which she habitually answers sympathetic
inquiries.

h

(472)

fooJZ® c

What was a momentary highlight in Boccaccio, Auerbach
identifies as a stylistic tool in Balzac.
While FID is used by a variety of writers in the 19th
century to represent consciousness, Auerbach sees those
representations of thought process tied to specific objects
and the interpretive voice of the narrator:

behind the FID

of Flaubert, for example, Auerbach argues we still find the
guiding, shaping hand of the narrator/author (485).

He

finally finds the fullest use of FID in Woolf's "attempt to
render the flow and the play of consciousness adrift in the
current of changing impressions"

(535).

the ultimate use of the technique:

Certainly this is

to suggest not only the

flux of character impressions but also to
"obscure[ing]... the impression of an objective reality
completely known to the author"

(535).

Bakhtin counters the developmental view with his claim
that "the embryonic beginnings of authentic double-voiced
and double-languaged prose" may be found in ancient times in
a variety of novelistic prose forms (the satire, realistic
novellas, or biographical forms, for example)

(371).

The

problem Bahktin sees in identifying an origin for double
voiced prose is our inability to understand the "artistic
significance" of words outside their own verbal culture:
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The presence of parodic stylization (and other variants
of double-voiced discourse) in the Sophistic novel
cannot be doubted but it is difficult to determine the
actual weight such discourse carried in them.

To a

very real extent we have lost forever the background of
heteroglot words and meanings against which these
novels sounded and with which they dialogically
interacted.

Perhaps the abstract, hard-edged

stylization in these novels, striking us now as so
monotonous and flat,...entered into double-voiced play
with certain aspects of this heteroglot world and
initiated dialogic exchanges with them.

(374-375)

For Bakhtin, the relationship between words and their
cultural context is critical for identifying forms such as
free indirect discourse; that FID exists in ancient texts,
in some form, he has no doubt, but we may be unable to grasp
its presence because we lack the readerly sensitivity to
"hear" the dual voice.
Others have investigated possible grammatical origins
of FID, suggesting, for example, that the non-subordinated
indirect speech presented in Latin oratio obliqua might be
an early form of FID2; in fact, Woolf uses this Latin term
in her diary to describe her narrative style in To the
Lighthouse.3

Banfield (and Fleischman, after her) rejects

2Banfield cites Woodcock (1959) for a discussion of
represented speech in Latin (236) .
3A s she is finishing To the Lighthouse, Woolf writes in her
diary (5 Sept. 1926), "...but it is hopelessly
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both this Latin source and the suggestions of FID in
medieval French texts because neither "conform[s] to the
definition for the style"

(Banfield 228), lacking either

expressive elements (exclamations, for example), or tense
shifts that mark the move in focalization from narrator to
character (Fleischman 233-234).
Following Bahktin's assertion that double-voiced prose
must interact with the verbal culture of its times, other
scholars argue that FID developed from oral discourse,
drawing their examples from nonliterary prose4 and spoken
examples5 to demonstrate the possibility of FID outside the
literary text.

Having established its presence in everyday

language, these scholars argue that the effect of FID is
more important than the form:
When one attempts to grasp free indirect discourse
linguistically, it will not do to discover its formal
origins, but one also needs to analyse previous ways of
evoking the same effect, that of ’voice’ and mimetic
immediacy.

(Fludernik 98)

undramatic. It is all in oratio obliqua. Not quite
all; for I have a few direct sentences" (Writer’s Diary
98) .
4Fludernik quotes from a British parliamentary debate
transcription and from the New York Review of Books to
establish the presence of FID in nonliterary prose (9293) .
sThe Survey of English Usage presents examples of FID in
oral language. See Chapter 2 for examples of this
usage and a discussion of free indirect speech in first
person narration.
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Such analysis will turn up "protoforms," early attempts to
merge voice (an oral quality) with character (a narrative
quality).
Examples of FID drawn from early texts are "almost
without exception"

(Fludemik 98) examples of represented

speech, not thought, suggesting, of course, that FID has its
origins in free indirect speech.

One can find, however, a

scattering of passages that attempt to represent character
thought by mimicking character voice within a narrative
sentence.

Early writers tend to use the dramatic monolog

(quoted, first person monolog) extensively to present their
characters'

thoughts.

John Lyly (1579) writes, for example,

in his Euphues,
But Lucilla, who now began to fry in the flames of
love, all the company being departed to their lodgings,
entered into these terms and contrarieties:
"Ah, wretched wench, Lucilla, how art thou
perplexed!

What a doubtful fight dost thou feel

betwixt faith and fancy, hope and fear, conscience and
concupiscence.

Oh, my Euphues, little dost thou know

the sudden sorrow I sustain for thy sweet sake...."
(148) .
In the early English works I examine in this essay, the
characters may think in this type of monolog for several
paragraphs, even pages, at a time.

It has the advantage of

a dramatic presentation; however, since Lucilla addresses
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first herself, then the absent Euphues, it resembles speech
rather than imitating thinking patterns.
These writers also use indirect discourse, although
much less frequently; that is, they present a character’s
thought in the narrator's voice, using a verb of cognition
(thought, felt, wondered) and a noun clause (frequently
introduced by "that").

For example, Deloney (1597)

describes Jack of Newbery's thoughts when he realizes his
mistress is in love with him:
...John got him up into his chamber, and there began to
meditate on this matter, bethinking with himself what
he were best do:

for well he perceived that his dame's

affection was great towards him:

knowing therefore the

woman's disposition, and withal, that her estate was
reasonable good, and considering beside, that he should
find a house ready furnished, servants ready taught,
and all other things for his trade necessary...

(322)

It might be argued that, by dropping the "thats" and verbs
of cognition, FID could begin to emerge; consider the
following "revision" which eliminates these two aspects of
indirect discourse:
...John got him up into his chamber, and there began to
meditate on this matter:

What were he best to do?

dame's affection was great towards him:

her

disposition, and withal, her estate was reasonable
good, and beside, he should find a house ready

His

r
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furnished, servants ready taught, and all other things
for his trade necessary...

(my revision)

In English, at least, it is clearly easy to convert indirect
to free indirect discourse— only one sentence in the passage
above requires transformation, a question.

Promising as

this explanation seems, however, it does not hold true for
other languages: while French and English follow this simple
"conversion" from indirect to free indirect, German requires
a shift from the subjunctive and retains the subordinate
conjunctions (Fludemik 97; Pascal 23).
The examples which follow suggest that FID emerges,
rather, in "ambiguous narratorial sentences in which the
narrator's account can be regarded as both de re and de
dieto" (Fludernik 97), that is, in situations where the
writer wishes to momentarily enact rather than merely
recount the event, and is searching for means to make this
happen.

Chaucer:

Troylus and Criseyde

Some have called Chaucer's account of Troylus and
Criseyde's tragic love story "the first English novel,"
pointing out "the subtlety of its characterization and its
emphasis on manners and morals"

(Fisher 402)6

It is this

depth of character development and the emphasis on mental
6John Fisher cites J. J. Jusserand (A Literary History of
the English People, 1895) and G. L. Kittredge (Chaucer
and His Poetry, 1915) as the sources of this
interpretation.
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activity (desire, planning, decision-making, and grieving,
for example) that suggest the possibility of FID:

how does

Chaucer present character thought, and how does he achieve
that sense of immediacy that engages the reader in the
character's experience?
The few stanzas Chaucer gives over to narratorial
presentation of character thought are generally shaped by
several lines of indirect discourse followed by semi
detached clauses that may--or may not--present the
narrator's voice.

When Troylus confesses his love to

Pandarus and is counseled to let Criseyde know how he feels,
Chaucer writes, for example,
And of that word tok hede Troylus,

820

And thought anoon what folye he was inne,
And how that hym soth seyde Pandarus,
That for to slen hymself myght he nat wynne,

823

But both doon unmanhod and a synne,
And of his deth his lady nought to wyte,
For of his wo, God woot, she knew ful lyte.

826

(1:820-826)
Lines 820-823 clearly present indirect discourse with the
verb "thought" and three noun clauses; line 824 may be
grammatically related to the that-clause of line 823;
however, lines 825-26 seem to stand on their own (although
rhetorically, of course, they are related to "And how" of
line 822).

These last two lines suggest Troylus's mind at
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work without the narrator's interference:

not only does the

colloquial tone of the entire stanza give a sense of
Troylus1s actual words, but here the interjection (an
expressive feature that often signals FID) heightens the
sense of direct thought.
Book 3 (which recounts the consummation of their love)
presents several very interesting passages for the FID
prototype seeker.

In describing Troylus's intense despair

when he thinks he has said too much, too soon, Chaucer
writes,
And in his mynde he gan the tyme acorse

1072

That he cam there, and that he was born,
For now is wykke iturned into worse,
And al the labour he hath don byfom,

1075

He wend it lost; he thoughte he has but lorn.
(3:1072-76)
Line 1074 contains an interesting deictic and tense shift
that underline the intensity of the moment; the next line is
momentarily detached from its thinking verb "wend," a
suspension which briefly delays the narrator's voice while
we experience the strength of Troylus's despair.

These

techniques both find their way into "modern" FID, although
the tense will (in its modern form) be backshifted; Woolf,
for example,

frequently suspends her tags to give the sense

of FID before the narratorial voice organizes the text7.
7In To The Lighthouse, for example, Woolf writes:
"Had
Carrie written to him herself? she asked" (87) or "He
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A few lines later Chaucer provides the strongest
example of FID:

a question that is completely detached

(grammatically) from the surrounding indirect discourse.
And therwithal he heng adown the hed,

1079

And fil on knes, and sorwfully he sighte.
What myghte he seyn?

He felte he nas but ded,

For wroth was she that shulde his sorwes lyghte. 1082
(3:1079-82)
A direct question, of course, is not possible in the
indirect report of thought or speech.

So it seems to stand

out here as a direct, dramatic moment in the text.

Even so,

some might argue this is the narrator's metadiscourse, just
as they might claim line 1074 above sounds proverbial, and
the interjection of line 826 merely the narrator's
commentary.

The point, it seems to me, lies not in whether

we call these passages FID but rather in their ambiguity.
None of them can be considered straightforward indirect
discourse; all of them offer the opportunity to sense the
character directly, to feel some mimetic immediacy in the
text.

And each of these passages occurs at an intense

moment in the narrative, a point which uses the character's
own voice to display mental action while still suggesting
the guiding voice of the narrator.

turned and saw her. Ah! She was lovely, lovelier now
than ever he thought. But he could not speak to her"
(65) .

A
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Gascoigne and Lyly:

FID Prototypes in the Late 16th Century

The psychological complexities of The Adventures of
Master F. J. would seem to provide ample ground for the
appearance of FID in the 16th century; while the narrator
uses a first-person frame to recount the story, he limits
the point of view to Master F. J., "with complete sympathy
for him" (Schlauch 228) .

The story is an old one:

a young

aristocrat falls in love with a married woman of his own
class, enjoys her attentions for a while, then is rejected
for another lover.

Rather like Chaucer's Troilus, Schlauch

points out, with the narrator acting as a sort of detached
Pandarus (228).
Given the potential for FID, Gascoigne's text is
remarkable for its absence.

The narrator frequently

explains characters' thoughts or motives, often citing as
his authority Master F. J. or his letters.

In fact, at the

potentially most intense moment of the narrative, when
Elinor returns at night to F. J.'s chamber and embraces him,
the narrator backs off and, rather than dramatizing the
event, gives us F. J.'s account:
For my friend F. J. hath to me imported that, returning
to life [he had appeared to faint in her embrace] the
first thing which he felt was that his good mistress
lay pressing his breast with the whole weight of her
body and biting his lips with her friendly teeth.

(92)
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Perhaps the distance provided by invoking Master F. J.'s
memory is more in line with prevailing "taste" than the
intensity FID might suggest.

The ensuing rape, after all,

cloaked in "pillow talk" in the 1573 edition, was toned down
considerably in the 1575 version.8
Gascoigne uses direct quotation and indirect report to
present his characters' thoughts.

His use of quoted thought

is rare; the only extended example occurs at a turning point
in the narrative, when F.J. has been assured of his
mistress's love:
..whereby he suddenly felt his heart greatly eased and
began in himself thus to reason:
wretched a heart?

"Was ever man of so

I am the most bounden to love,”

quoth he, "of all them that ever professed his
service..." (79)
The sense of direct speech here serves to dramatize his
relief and perhaps suggest a certain rationality, since
suspicion has made him ill, and he will shortly (in the next
paragraph) begin to suspect his mistress's honesty again.

8In the 1573 edition, Gascoigne writes,
The soft pillows, being present at all these hot words,
put forth themselves as mediators for a truce between
these enemies and desired that (if they would needs
fight) it might be in their presence but only one push
of the pike.... having now forgotten all former
courtesies he [F. J.] drew upon his new professed
enemy, and bare her up with such a violence against the
bolster... (93-4) .
The 1575 version merely states "Ferdinando [Master F. J.'s
Italianized name], as that having forgotten all former
courtesies, he assaileth his enemies by force" (61) .
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Gascoigne's indirect report of F.J.'s thought is always
presented with verbs of cognition; Gascoigne does, however,
use deictics and diction that suggest the character's mental
presence.

For example, when Elinor's former lover (her

secretary) leaves for London, she sends F.J. an encouraging
note; after reading it, F.J.
...thought good now to smite while the iron was hot,
and to lend his mistress such a pen in her secretary's
absence as he should never be able at his return to
ammend the well writing thereof.

(49)

While "now" places us in the character's present, the tense
remains in the narrator's past, both characteristics of
modern FID; the language following is both colloquial and
witty, arguably the voice of either F. J. or the equally
urbane narrator.

The maxim is from Livy9, suggesting some

intellectual color, while a secondary meaning of "smite"

(to

penetrate [OED]) enhances the clever pun in the figure which
follows.

We do not, perhaps, exactly overhear F. J.'s

thought as it unfolds, but we certainly sense his wit and
determination.
When Lady Frances warns F.J. about Elinor, Gascoigne
again uses the present deictic to expose F. J.'s thoughts:

According to Bartlett's Familiar Quotations (15th ed.),
Maxim 262:
"You should hammer your iron when it is
glowing hot." John Heyward (1546), Rabelais (1534),
and Cervantes (1615) all published variations of this
proverb in the dates given (111, nl6).
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.. .my friend F. J. who thought himself now no less
beholding to good fortune to have found such a trusty
friend, than bounden to Dame Venus to have won such a
mistress.

(60-61)

The adverb "now" once again places us in the character's
present, but this time the verb tense is less clear (it
appears to remain in the present after the deictic).
Despite the rhetorically balanced sentence, the language
once again suggests F. J.'s voice, especially "trusty
friend" and "such a mistress."
Clearly Gascoigne has the need to dramatise, to provide
a sense of immediacy for character thought; his use of
character deictics and diction provide the expressive
features required to suggest a sense of character voice.
The stylistic requirements of his time, however, would seem
to eliminate the possibility of FID:

parallelism, balance,

figures of speech, and subordination all suggest narratorial
shaping rather than the experience of "hearing" a
character's developing thought.
In Euphues:

The Anatomy of Wit, John Lyly is similarly

prevented from providing an intimate view of his characters'
thoughts by his stylistic choices.

He depends primarily on

quoted thought, providing extensive monologs that display a
character's mental debate.

He also develops character

motivations by briefly indicating their thoughts through
indirect report.

For example, he has Euphues agree to
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accompany Philautus on a visit to Lucilla,

"smiling to

himself to see how he had brought Philautus into a fool's
paradise"

(159), or Euphues, gazing at Lucilla's beauty,

"so

kindled with desire that almost he was like to burn to
coals"

(144).

But despite the sense of character voice

developed by the phrases "a fool's paradise" or "burn to
coals," they are all bound by subordinators and verbs of
cognition.
Yet at one point in the narrative, when Lucilla
tantalizes Euphues with the promise of future love, Lyly
provides one sentence that seems briefly to dramatize
Euphues' mental confusion:
Euphues was brought into a great quandary and, as it
were, a cold shivering to hear this new kind of
kindness--such hot love, such cold desire; such certain
hope, such sudden change; and stood like one that had
looked on Medusa's head and so had been turned into a
stone.

(168)

The first two phrases after the dash give an intense glimpse
of Euphues' thought, although the subsequent parallelism
returns us to the narrator's voice.

The dash itself

functions here to create a mental pause, asking us, briefly,
to ponder Lucilla's "kindness," while the phrases are
unbound by verb or relative clause--actually "free"--in the
only sentence of its kind in the entire text.

And, like

modern FID, the sentence occurs at a climactic moment, when
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the character is reflecting on the meaning of an event or
another character’s words.
Clearly both Gascoigne and Lyly are seeking ways to
intensify their narratives:

the monolog, the use of present

deictics, the attempts to convey character diction all point
to a concern for dramatization in the text.

While none of

these examples match the linguistic requirements of FID,
they certainly show us writers experimenting with ways to
evoke the effect of voice amd immediacy in the text.

Behold:

An FID Protoform Marker in Genesis

While these late 16th century writers were exploring
ways to present character thought, it is interesting to note
that they all had an ancient narrative (in translation)
close at hand which uses an FID protoform to dramatize
characters' mental states at key moments in the story.
Although it is not within the scope of this essay to
determine the effects of Biblical narrative on English
literature, it does seem useful to explore the ways
character thought is dramatized for the reader in this early
and influential text.
The familiar Authorized Version (1611) relies heavily
on Coverdale's English Bible (1535) and on Tyndale's earlier
Hebrew and Greek scholarship.

The Tyndale translation often

uses the word-order and syntax of the original, for Tyndale
found that "the properties of the Hebrew tongue agreeth a
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thousand times more with the English than with the Latin..."
(qtd. in Gordon 98) .10

Fortunately, then, this FID

prototype appears to have been translated into English
pretty much as it appears in Hebrew.
In the famous first chapter of Mimesis, Auerbach
admires the writer's ability in Genesis to evoke a large and
mysterious background from sparse foreground details.
Hebrew prose, as Eduard Nielsen describes it, is "brief,
concise, and concentrated without wallowing in sentiment of
any kind"

(69).

But Spartan and straightforward as Biblical

narrative seems, its writers clearly had a variety of
techniques at their disposal to develop character psychology
and engage the reader's imagination.

In The Art of Biblical

Narrative, Alter details a number of the literary devices
Old Testament writers relied on to provide the suggestive,
interpretive depth Auerbach so appreciates.
These techniques are often, of course, bound up in
cultural expectations of literature we can only guess at;
for example, Alter suggests that certain repeated stories in
the Bible are type-scenes, stories "dependent on the
manipulation of a fixed constellation of predetermined
motifs"

(51).

The story of a hero's betrothal is one of

those frequently repeated scenes; Alter explains that when
the narrator

10Gordon's comparison of Tyndale's style to Malory suggests
another narrative to examine for its use of FID (97).
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came to the moment of his hero's betrothal, both he and
his audience were aware that the scene had to unfold in
particular circumstances, according to a fixed order.
If some of those circumstances were altered or
suppressed, or if the scene were actually omitted, that
communicated something to the audience.

(52)

Most readers today lack the cultural sensitivity to
recognize the type-scene and the significance of its
variations.

Despite such limitations, we can still use our

own understandings of narrative, point of view, and
characterization, to appreciate the artistry of the text.
Although the events in Biblical narrative are related
most often in the voice of an external, selective,
omniscient storyteller, there are moments when the point of
view shifts subtly, allowing the reader to see or experience
an event as the character is doing so.

These are usually

moments of intensity, when the character's experience is
dramatized so we can experience it as well.

For example,

when Ruth goes to Boaz at night, on the threshing floor, and
lies at his feet,

"it came to pass at midnight, that the man

was afraid, and turned himself: and, behold, a woman lay at
his feet"

(Ruth 3:8, KJV).

The shock and confusion Boaz

feels is suggested here, not narrated directly; if the last
line is reduced to direct narration, we feel the dramatic
loss:

"During the night he woke up suddenly, turned over,

and was surprised to find a woman lying at his feet"
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(Today's English Version).

By eliminating Boaz's point of

view, direct narration flattens the experience, reducing the
drama, the imaginative possibilities of the earlier version.
When Pharaoh wakes from his dream in Genesis 41:7, we
have a similar moment when the viewpoint shifts to the
character:
(KJV).

"And Pharaoh awoke, and, behold, it was a dream"

Again, a contrast with the Today's English Version

is instructive:

"The king woke up and realized that he had

been dreaming."

Here we lose the immediacy of the

experience, the vividness of Pharaoh's dream and his shock
upon awaking.
Jacob serves Laban seven years for Rachel.

He loves

her so intensely that those years "seemed unto him but a few
days"

(Gen. 29:20b).

Then Laban has a feast and gives Jacob

his daughter; they spend a night together,
pass, that in the morning, behold,
29:25a, KJV) .

"And it came to

it was Leah" (Gen.

The American Standard and Revised Standard

versions both place an exclamation mark after "Leah" to
further intensify this experience. In the Hebrew text, the
last line reads, "and see! she Leah."

The unusual use of

the pronoun11 points to and emphasizes the noun which
follows.

It also allows us to look briefly through Jacob’s

eyes at the woman in bed with him ("she") before we discover
with him that "she" is "Leah."

Direct narration rephrases*

U I am indebted to Rev. Thomas Colenso (University Lutheran
Church, Grand Forks, ND) for his patient analysis of
the Hebrew texts discussed in this essay.
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the passage "Not until the next morning did Jacob discover
that it was Leah"

(TEV), making the discovery less intense,

and eliminating the reader's opportunity to sense Jacob's
sudden shock.
These instances suggest that ancient Hebrew has a way
to subtly shift the point of view so the reader experiences
the situation, seeing, however briefly, through the eyes of
the character.

Such moments, combining as they do the

third-person narrator with the perceptions of the character,
present free indirect discourse (FID) in one of the oldest
prose texts available for analysis.

In each case, the

Hebrew word hinneh, often translated "behold," directs us to
"look"

(its more literal translation) so we see and

experience the event with the character.

The phrasing

actually evokes a fleeting, sympathetic recognition in the
reader.

Like Pharaoh, we have awakened from a dream so real

we are amazed to discover "it was a dream."

Or, having

followed Jacob's seven year devotion to Rachel, we can
readily imagine the shock of his early morning discovery in
the marriage bed.
The mere use of "behold" does not, of course, signal a
shift in viewpoint in Biblical narrative, the presence of
FID.

Seven different Hebrew words are translated as

"behold” in the King James Version.

And the most frequently

used of these, hinneh, and its root hin, clearly have a
variety of functions.
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Strong's Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible identifies
115 uses of hinneh or hin in Genesis, which the King James
Version translates as "behold" or "lo."

Its usage may be

broadly categorized as either a demonstrative interjection
in direct discourse, where it is often used for emphasis, or
a narrative particle which may be part of a storytelling
formula (in dreams, as a story starter) or may redirect the
point of view at an intense or ironic moment in the story.
These categories show the following frequency pattern:

Direct discourse

72

Narrative formula
(dreams, story starters)

24

Narrative shift in viewpoint

19

Figure 1: Frequency of hinneh in Genesis

The overwhelming use of "behold" in representations of oral
modes--speech and storytelling discourse markers —
demonstrates its origins in the spoken language.

And in

these uses it seems to clearly exhibit the Hebrew
dictionary's definition of hinneh:

a word which stresses

the word or clause which follows.
Direct Discourse.

While hinneh is not a verb in

Hebrew, it often seems to function that way in its English
translation.
Bilhah"

Leah tells Jacob,

(Gen 30:3).

forexample, "Behold my maid

More frequently, however, it seems to

mean "pay attention," as in God's words to the newly created
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humans:

"Behold, I have given you every herb bearing

seed..."

(Gen 1:29), or after the flood, "Behold, I

establish my covenant..."
"presentative"

(Gen 9:9).

Alter calls the term a

(58), a word that collects attention and

focuses it on whatever follows.
Narrative Formula Markers.

When hinneh is used within

the third person narrative in Genesis, it sometimes seems to
mark the beginning of a story, as in the birth of Jacob and
Esau:

"And when her [Rebecca's] days to be delivered were

fulfilled, behold, there were twins in her womb"
25:24).

(Gen

Only the omniscient narrator could know there were

twins about to be born; the announcement of twins prior to
their birth sets up the story of fraternal struggle over the
birthright--in the womb, then over a bowl of lentils--in the
text that follows.

Other passages that appear to use this

formula include Gen. 15:4, 15:12, 37:15, 38:27, and 41:29.
Hinneh also often begins a dream sequence or the
retelling of the dream:
•

...I lifted up mine eyes, and saw in a dream, and,
behold, the rams which leaped...

•

(Gen. 31:10)

(6b) Hear, I pray you, this dream which I have
dreamed:

(7) For, behold, we were binding sheaves

in the field....(9) And he dreamed yet another
dream, and told it his brethren, and said, Behold I
have dreamed a dream more; and, behold, the sun...
(Gen. 37:6b-7,9)
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• And the chief butler told his dream to Joseph, and
said to him, In my dream, behold, a vine was before
m e ... (G e n . 40:9)
•

(1)..-Pharaoh dreamed:

and, behold, he stood by the

river....(17) And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, in my
dream, behold, I stood upon the bank of the
river...(Gen. 41:1,17)
These samples suggest a pattern for recounting dreams and
visions, one that is followed both by the characters in
their retellings and also in the narrator's description of
the dream events.

The account of Pharaoh's dream in

Genesis 41 and his subsequent retelling to Joseph
illustrates how very closely the narrator's account and the
oral presentation (as represented in the text) adhere to the
same use of "behold," both as a "story starter" and as a
marker of story events in the dream itself.
The use of "behold” also draws us in to the perspective
of the dreamer.

When Pharaoh states,

"Behold, I stood on

the bank of a river," he is drawing his listeners into
experiencing the dream as he did.

The series of hinnehs

which follow the introductory one focus our vision on each
item or event as we see through Pharaoh's eyes.
Fokkelman has described this shift in vision from
narrator's perspective to character's point of view in
another dream-story in Genesis, Jacob's vision of the ladder
(Gen. 28 ) .

When Jacob stops to rest during his journey to
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find his kinsmen near Haran, he gathers stones for a pillow,
falls asleep, and dreams:
Up to now he [the narrator of Gen 28] has been telling
us all kinds of things from the superior point of the
omniscient narrator, now he abandons this attitude; he
withdraws behind his protagonist and in a subordinate
position he records what his, Jacob's, eyes see...This
has great consequences for the experiencing of time in
the narration.

There is no longer a narrator who looks

back to a past; there is only the present as Jacob
experiences it--there, a ladder! oh, angels! and look,
the Lord himself!....The particle hinne features in
this process, thanks to its deictic power.

(51-52)

The character-deictic quality of hinneh is essential to our
sense of the character's present within the narrative past;
hinneh is, Fokkelman explains,

"partly pre- or paralingual,

it goes with a lifted arm, and open mouth"
Narrative Shifts in Viewpoint.

(52).12

What works so well in

the retelling of a dream to present the character's point of
12Fokkelman bases his argument that Gen. 28:12-13a is
erlebte Rede on the point of view anomalies of v. 13a,
"And, behold, the Lord stood above it/him." The KJV
and RSV translate the suffix as "it," referencing the
ladder. RSV notes an alternative translation, "beside
him," which would suggest God was next to or above
Jacob. Fokkelman prefers "him," which allows "the
particular perspective" (55) of the passage to appear,
still using the third person of the narrator, and
therefore clearly erlebte Rede. Given the deictic
power of hinneh and the sense of character present
within the narrative past, this argument seems to me
too narrowly tied to a single point of translation.
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view also works within the narrative itself.

As we have

seen in the earlier passages about Ruth at Boaz's feet,
Pharaoh awakening from his dream, and Jacob's discovery that
he had married Leah, hinneh directs our vision to look with
a character and sense the intensity of the moment.
Appendix A lists all the passages in Genesis that use
hinneh in non-dream narrative.

In each case, hinneh

functions to give us the character's point of view.

In some

cases the shift in viewpoint seems undramatic and useless,
possibly because we lack the cultural expectations to
understand what the FID is emphasizing.

For example, when

Jacob reaches the pastures of his Uncle Laban,

"he looked,

and behold a well in the field, and, lo, there were three
flocks of sheep lying by it"

(Gen. 29:2a, KJV).

Here we

simply see what Jacob saw; the shift seems pointless.

But

if we recall Alter's suggestion of the type-scene, we can
see this is the beginning of the hero's betrothal:

we have

the well, the sheep, and soon Rachel will arrive, Jacob will
water the animals, and go home with her for a meal, all
elements of the betrothal story which the Hebrew audience
would expect (if Alter is correct).

The use of FID

heightens, for the ancient Hebrew reader, an intense and
significant event for the hero.
While the Hebrew narrator generally uses FID to develop
drama or a sense of identification with the character, he
may also--like Dickens or James— use FID to evoke irony.

In
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Judges 3, Ehud murders the Moabite king Eglon by promising
to tell him a secret, then burying his sword in the king's
stomach so the fat covered the hilt.

He leaves the chamber,

locking the door behind him.
(24) When he [Ehud] was gone out, his [Eglon's]
servants came; and when they saw that, behold, the
doors of the parlour were locked, they said Surely he
covereth his feet in his summer chamber.

(25) And they

tarried till they were ashamed: and behold, he opened
not the doors of the parlour; therefore they took a
key, and opened them: and, behold, their lord was
fallen down dead on the earth.

(Judges 3:24-35, KJV)

The three uses of "behold" in this passage illustrate the
growing concern,
horror.

from surprise to edginess and worry, then

A more literal translation of the Hebrew makes the

courtiers' immediate experience more compelling:
The courtiers came and saw, look, the doors of the
upper chamber are locked.

. . . They waited a long time

and, look he's not opening the doors of the upper
chamber, and they took the keys and opened them, and,
look, their lord is sprawled on the floor, dead.
(Alter 40)
Alter's translation of the passage clearly demonstrates the
"immediate effect of seeing the scene through their eyes"
(40), and we see, in the last clause, as they see:
lord, first on the floor, then, they realize, dead.

their
Since
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we know what Ehud has done, we can enjoy a certain dramatic
irony here, while the earthy details ("covereth his feet" is
translated "relieving himself" in another version) suggest
mockery.

The writer gives us a superior position from which

to laugh at the out-witted courtiers.

Conclusion
Because it appears to haves a regular grammatical shape,
the early Hebrew form of FID seems more advanced than the
English protoforms I have identified here.

The relative

simplicity of its effect--to draw us in, to see or
experience as the character does--provides primarily a
moment of drama in the narrative.13

Though they lack a

specific form, the English passages evoke much the same
effect.
Robert Scholes explains that "Human events can be
recounted (narrative) or enacted (drama)" (1); in these
examples we have seen writers trying to do both.
Bauman suggests that narrative,

Richard

"which is frequently

rendered in a simply reportorial mode...may well be
highlighted as performance"

(26).

And this performance is

"emergent" (38), developing from the need to "elicit[s] the
participative attention and energy of [the] audience"

(43).

13The example from Judges 3 also provides ironic effect.
Since Judges 1-16 makes use of Pentateuch material
(Wenham 42), one might argue that Judges 3 demonstrates
a later, more sophisticated handling of the earlier
Genesis form.
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I would argue that Chaucer, Gascoigne, Lyly, Deloney, and
writers of Genesis are engaged in that process of developing
a narrative method that allows the momentary "enacting" of
the story for (by) the audience; the protoforms identified
in this essay illustrate the emergent quality of FID in
early narrative, and its development in response to the
narrative need to heighten or enhance particular moments for
the audience.

CHAPTER 2
FREE INDIRECT SPEECH:
TRIPLE-VOICED COMPLEXITY IN THE DIALOGIC TEXT
As a mode of representation within a text, Free
Indirect Discourse (FID) combines the voices of the narrator
and character so as to suggest direct exposure to a
character's thoughts which is still clearly filtered through
a narrator's report.

The term Free Indirect Discourse

includes two kinds of expressions:

those that present

thought, and those that reflect speech.

Primary, book-

length treatments of this technique, such as Pascal (1977),
Cohn (1978), and Banfield (1982), focus most of their
discussion on the presentation of thought; since the novel
frequently emphasizes character psychology and internal
worlds, this interest in how a writer represents thought is
hardly surprising.

But a writer may also use FID to reflect

a character's speech.
Dickens, for example, uses both kinds of FID in the
Bleak House passeige below.

Lady Dedlock goes to the library

to speak to her husband, expecting to find him alone:
"Sir Leicester, I am desirous--but you are
engaged.'
0 dear no! Not at all.
Always at hand.

Only Mr. Tulkinghorn.

Haunting every place.

or security from him for a moment.
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No relief

'I beg your pardon. Lady Dedlock.

Will you allow

me to retire?'
With a look that plainly says,

'You know you have

the power to remain if you will,’ she tells him it is
not necessary, and moves towards a chair.

(495)

Although the second line is clearly Sir Leicester's response
to Lady Dedlock, it is not marked by quotation marks; we
have it, instead, as Lady Dedlock hears it--free indirect
speech.

Her viewpoint consciousness is made clear in the

third line:

these comments must be thoughts, as it would be

most impolite for host or hostess to express them, and thus,
free indirect thought.
M. H. Short identifies several options for reporting
speech.

The most common are direct speech, which uses

quotation marks to clearly separate the character's words
from the narrator's in grammatically independent clauses,
and indirect speech, which subordinates the speech to the
narrator's reporting clause:
(1) "Yes," he said.

"I will play the game now."

(direct speech)
(2) He said that he would play the game now.

(indirect

speech)
Free Indirect Speech (FIS) appears to fall between these two
options:
(3) Yes, he would play the game now.

(FIS)

Like passages of Free Indirect Thought (FIT), those in FIS
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delete the reporting clause of indirect speech; the tense
and person remain narrator deictics

(3rd person, past tense

in (3), above), while location, lexis, and intonation
markers may belong to the character ("now" indicates
character location; "yes," used as an interjection, is not
possible in indirect speech).
FIS may be presented through a character's thoughts, as
in the second line of the example above (where we "hear" Sir
Leicester's words through Lady Dedlock’s thoughts), or
spoken by a character or first person narrator who mimics
the voice of another character.

When the children criticize

Charles Tansley in To the Lighthouse, for example, we see
this "spoken" form:
And he would go to picture galleries they said and he
would ask one, did one like his tie? (Woolf 8)
The mimicry brings his voice to life, but since the question
retains the third person pronoun ("his" rather than "my"
tie), we have FIS instead of direct speech.

Sooken FIS: The Dual Voice
The spoken form of FIS often occurs in oral language.
Imagine this sentence in the course of a casual
conversation:
So I asked her to have coffee with us tomorrow morning,
but you know Linda--8:30?

In the morning?

the middle of the night for her.

Why that’s
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The remarks after the dash allow us to "hear" Linda's
reaction through the voice of the speaker.

F l u d e m i k cites

numerous examples of transcribed conversation to demonstrate
presence of FIS, including
[the speaker is offered a job]...so would I start the
next day--and perhaps put in for that Friday as well...
(Survey of English Usage S. 2.12.91, Flude m i c k 84)
and
...And I told him to cut it out.
'Course kids, you know--he don't hafta listen to me.
So that's when I grabbed him by the arm.

(Labov 1972:

239, Fludemik 84)
What seems common to these examples of FIS in conversation
are the sense of narrative inherent in each and the way each
evokes another voice, not through description, but by
mimicking, or dramatizing the person's words.

Although

early critics described FID as essentially a "literary"
quality1, its presence in oral language does not seem to
actually deny this claim:

it in fact increases the story

like quality of these statements by creating a stronger
sense of the character being discussed.
We might expect, then, to find FIS in (originally)
unscripted narratives like a folktale or an anecdote.

Its

presence in skaz-type narratives which imitate oral
storytelling*
2, therefore, is not surprising.

Thomas Nashe's

‘See discussion of Lips and Bally in Essay 1 (page 12).
2Skaz (coined by Boris Eichenbaum in "Die Illusion des Skaz"
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Unfortunate Traveller (1594) provides an early example, with
the colloquial language of its loquacious, first-person
narrator.

With the almost constant need to render the

speech of others, Nashe's narrator relies on direct speech,
indirect speech, and occasionally FIS.

For example, when

the Earl visits the house where Geraldine [his love] was
bora,
...when he came to the chamber where his Geraldine's
clear sunbeams first thrust themselves into this cloud
of flesh, and acquainted mortality with the purity of
angels, then did his mouth overflow with magnificats,
his tongue thrust the stars out of heaven, and eclipsed
the sun and moon with comparisons; Geraldine was the
soul of heaven, sole daughter and heir to primus motor.
(256-57)
Whether the first few lines mimic the Earl's voice, the very
last sentence certainly presents his speech in FIS, allowing
us to "hear" his fatuous exclamations.

In a slightly more

complicated passage, when the Earl (pretending to be the
narrator's servant) conspires with the Courtesan Tabitha to
murder the narrator, Nashe writers
He very subtilely consented to her stratagem at the
first motion; kill me he would, that heavens could not

[1918]) is a Formalist critical term. Fludernik
identifies the following examples of skaz: the
'Cyclops' episode in Ulysses: various short stories by
Twain, Thurber, and Lardner (Fludernik 107 n45) .
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withstand, .and a pistol was the predestinate engine
which must deliver the parting blow.

(244)

The sentence beginning "kill me he would..." presents the
Earl's speech but uses pronouns that reflect the narrator's
viewpoint, while "that heavens could not withstand" echoes
his oath, giving the FIS its expressive element.

The ease

with which Nashe uses FIS to mimic speech suggests the
technique was already well in place in the 16th century;
that I have been unable to find examples of FIS in Deloney,
Gascoigne, or Lyly may indicate such exposure to character
voice was still limited to "literary imitations of
colloquial discourse"

(Fludernik 94), to narratives less

concerned with literary propriety.
Some of these less formal prose narratives--diaries,
letters, and the epistolary novel, which seeks to imitate
everyday writing and conversation (Neumann 118)--flourished
in the 17th and 18th century.

And like Nashe, these writers

used FIS (among other techniques) to evoke character voice.
In Evelina (Burney, 1778), for example, Evelina describes a
conversation with Lord Orville (her fiance) in a letter to
her guardian:
....but the suddenness of my intended journey, and the
uncertainty of seeing me again, put him quite off his
guard, and, "divesting him of prudence, left him
nothing but love."

These were his words...

(425)

The quoted phrases, as Evelina herself explains, are Lord
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Orville's words--yet not precisely, since she has recast
them in the third person.

Anne Neumann calls these quoted

phrases "unattributed quoted discourse," a type of FIS she
identifies both in Richardson (Sir Charles Grandison. 1753)
and in similar passages of actual 18th century letters:
using FIS to suggest the words and voice of another is
apparently a widespread practice by the 18th century.
The free indirect speech found in oral language and
lst-person narration is similar to free indirect thought.
Both are two-leveled, presenting the voices of both narrator
and speaker; both provide a certain dramatic sense of
character in the intensity of the voice evoked; both are, to
a certain extent, limited by the mental limitations of the
viewpoint character (or narrator).

The two forms diverge,

however, as they become more complex.
eventually turns inward,

Free indirect thought

"an amalgamation of conscious and

unconscious modes...[that] allows language to embody non
verbal experience"

(Fullbrook 66), evoking the preverbal,

the simultaneity of thought and experience.
speech, on the other hand,

Free indirect

becomes multi-layered, admitting

three, even four3, voices to its expression.

FIS in Third Person Narrative:

A Triple Voice

The presence of FIS in third-person narratives
increases the point of view complexity.

Not only do we have

3Louise Flavin identifies four-voiced layering in Austen’s
Persuasion.
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the narrator's reporting voice (in tense and person) and the
character's speaking voice (in location deictics,
intonation, and lexis); FIS also evokes a third voice— the
filtering consciousness of the viewpoint character.

The

passage below, from Bleak House?, provides an illustration of
triple voicing.

The coroner is holding an inquest into the

death of "Nemo."

Although the narrator still has a clear

voice and viewpoint, the reader is also aware of both Jo's
voice and the coroner's thoughts, voice, and attitudes.

The

coroner calls Jo, the street boy who talked with the
deceased:
0! Here's the boy, gentlemen!
Here he is, very muddy, very hoarse, very ragged.
Now, boy!--But stop a minute.

Caution.

This boy must

be put through a few preliminary paces.
Name, Jo.

Nothing else that he knows on.

know that everybody has two names.
a think.
name.

Don't

Never heerd of sich

Don't know that Jo is short for a longer

Thinks it long enough for h i m .

fault with it.

Spell it?

No.

He don't find no

He can't spell it.

father, no mother, no friends....

No

(113)

The first sentence is likely the coroner speaking to the
jury (he has been calling them "gentlemen" throughout) .

The

next sentence might be narrative report--or it could reflect
the coroner's thoughts (FIT); since the coroner speaks
directly in the next sentence, then thinks again, it seems
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likely (and the paragraphing suggests) that we are seeing
continuously from his perspective.
The paragraph which follows presents J o 's responses to
questions the reader must infer.
vocabulary and emphasis:

It provides Jo's

"Never heerd of sich a think," for

example, and "He don't find no fault with it" mimic Jo's
voice.

But we also have a somewhat confusing use of third

person and the sentence structure of another speaker:
"Don't know that everybody has two names," and "Don’t know
that Jo is short for a longer name," for example, are
probably not phrased as Jo would put it.

It makes sense to

recognize the filtering mind of the coroner, registering
Jo's responses, rephrasing the key remarks but retaining the
vocabulary and emphasis that seem to sum up Jo's character
and education.
Those critical of the way FID objectifies the thinker
may be concerned by the political implications inherent in
so complex a point of view.

In the more straightforward

case of FIT, the resulting irony or empathy* encourages the
reader to judge the thinker on the basis of words the
narrator chooses to relate.

And if the narrator, because of

gender, race, political, or cultural differences, is naive
or condescending, the resulting portrait may unrealistic or
misleading.5
*See discussion of these aesthetic effects in the
introduction (page 8) and the study examples of Ch. 3.
sFor an example of narratorial bias, see the discussion of
Joyce's narrator in "The Dead," Chapter 4 (pages 95-
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FIS, however, presents a much clearer case of
objectifying a person--the person speaking, who is seen
through the mind of another character.

Now the character is

presented not as s/he is, but as the listener understands
the speech and as the narrator chooses to present the
listener's consciousness.

In the passage above about Jo,

for example, Jo is presented as the coroner sees him, dirty
and uneducated.

But Dickens has taken great care to develop

the reader's interest in and sympathy for Jo; as we
recognize the coroner’s bias, the FIS becomes a vehicle for
irony (as it may with FIT):
coroner--cold,

we instead pass judgment on the

inhuman, superficial, hurried.

Quoted FIS in Third Person Narrative
When FIS is placed in quotation marks in a first-person
narrative, as we saw earlier in Evelina, the effect is a
type of mimicry which allows a sense of the character's
voice.

However, the use of quotation marks becomes more

problematic in third-person narrative— the additional
filtering consciousness of the focalized character makes the
quotation marks seem a bit awkward, at least, to the reader.
We can sense this uneasy feeling in the following passage
from Jane Austen's Northanaer Abbey (1816).

Catherine, a

houseguest at the Abbey, has just suggested to her hostess
that she may have overstayed her welcome:

97) .
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Eleanor looked and declared herself much concerned.
She had "hoped for the pleasure of her company for a
much longer time--had been misled (perhaps by her
wishes) to suppose that a much longer visit had been
promised— and could not but think that if Mr. and Mrs.
Morland were aware of the pleasure it was to her to
have her there, they would be too generous to hasten
her return."— Catherine explained.— "Oh! as to that,
papa and mamma were in no hurry at all.

As long as she

was happy, they would always be satisfied.
"Then why, might she ask, in such a hurry herself
to leave them?"
"Oh! because she had been there so long."
"Nay, if you can use such a word, I can urge you
no farther.

If you think it long--"

(303-4)

Despite Austen's use of quotation marks, the sentences
they enclose are clearly FIS, using third-person pronouns to
refer to the speaker, past tense, and character deictics.
According to Norman Page, enclosing the substance of a
speech in quotation marks, rather than the actual words, was
a common "eighteenth-century practice"

(36) .

But Austen

does not always enclose FIS in (quotation marks.

While she

may indeed be drawing from her reading of Richardson and
Burney, or perhaps, her own letter-writing, the effect on
the reader suggests some other possibilities.
Catherine is in a potentially embarrassing social

situation, facing the awkwardness of ascertaining whether
she has out-stayed her welcome.

The discomfort of the

speakers can be seen in the conventional, formal phrases the
two women resort to, and the quoted FIS gives us readerly
unease, as well, since the quotation marks make us expect a
conversation with first-person pronouns.

Then, when Eleanor

elicits Catherine's motive, discovering that her wish to
leave is merely a conventional courtesy, she becomes warmly
reassuring; Austen makes us feel this by jumping to direct
discourse and personal pronouns,
long— ."
sincerity.

"Nay, if you think it

Like Catherine, we are convinced of Eleanor’s
The quoted FIS thus "underlines" the discomfort

we sense the characters feel in. this passage.
The dashes in this passage may indicate brief pauses
between ideas, emphasizing Eleanor's confusion or surprise.
However, Norman Page suggests Austen is conflating several
separate speeches in a passage similar to this one (29), and
perhaps the passage does read more as a summary of main
points, or as Short suggests, provides merely "snatches of
the conversation"

(326) .

Understood in this way, the dashes

underscore the artificial nature of the conversation, for we
are given a constructed version of selected phrases,
filtered through the narrator's character deictics.
Another passage, this time from Austen's last completed
novel, Persuasion, illustrates Austen's skill with this
technique and calls into question Page's assertion that she
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is following "eighteenth century practice."

Anne Eliot

meets a rejected suitor (whom she still loves) at a musical
entertainment and they converse briefly during the interval:
He began by speaking of the concert, gravely; more like
the Captain Wentworth of Uppercross; owned himself
disappointed, had expected better singing; and, in
short, must confess that he should not be sorry when it
was over.

Anne replied, and spoke in defence of the

performance so well, and yet in allowance for his
feelings, so pleasantly, that his countenance
improved....
[They are interrupted by another suitor, Mr.
Elliot, with whom Anne has been sitting.]
A few minutes, though as few as possible, were
inevitably consumed; and when her own mistress again,
when able to turn and look as she had done before, she
found herself accosted by Captain Wentworth, in a
reserved yet hurried sort of farewell.
her good night.

"He must wish

He was going--he should get home as

fast as he could."
"Is not this song worth staying for?" said Anne,
suddenly struck by an idea which made her more anxious
to be encouraging.
"No!" he replied impressively,

"there is nothing

worth my staying for"; and he was gone directly.
Jealousy of Mr. Elliot!

It was the only
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intelligible motive!

Captain Wentworth jealous of her

affection!....(264-5)
In presenting this event, Austen remains centered in Anne's
viewpoint throughout.

Thus, Captain Wentworth’s first

conversation about the concert--"owned himself disappointed;
had expected better singing"— is given in FIS.

His first

"quoted" words, after Anne speaks with Mr. Eliot, are also
FIS:

"He must wish her good night."

His next response,

also in quotations marks, is direct speech, complete with
first person pronouns and present tense; this last comment
has such a profound effect on Anne that she meditates for a
full paragraph of uninterrupted free indirect thought.
So Austen appears to be using two forms of FIS.

The

earlier, unquoted FIS suggests a stilted, uncomfortable
attempt at conversation; the second, quoted form emphasizes
a new distance between them:

the quotation marks suggest a

manner of presentation, an increased formality from their
earlier comments.

Page comments on the second, quoted FIS,

The use of free indirect speech here, in place of the
more usual direct form, has the effect of merging
dialogue with narrative and retaining the consistent
viewpoint of the heroine, whose emotional state remains
the centre of attention....At the same time, the brief,
urgent statements have the dramatic impact of direct
speech, the syntax suggesting dialogue rather than
formal narrative prose.

(36)
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While I agree that FIS helps maintain Anne's viewpoint
throughout, I believe Page has missed an important point in
not mentioning the earlier, unquoted FIS.

Clearly Austen is

marking certain passages with quotation marks for a reason,
not merely following a convention.

The unquoted FIS

"merg[es] dialogue with narrative" even more effectively,
making the quoted FIS a marked form that signals
"artificial! distance! formality!" to the reader.
We cannot be certain, of course, that every quotation
mark in Austen's work is placed as she intended.

In the

early 19th century, printers "generally felt themselves
responsible for the 'accidentals' of the text"

(Thorpe 26);

since we see a developing use of quoted FIS as Austen's
writing matures (Shaw 592), however, it seems likely
Austen's manuscript practice influenced the printer's
typesetting.

And, of course, quoted FIS is not just a fluke

in Austen's novels.

Other writers also use third-person,

quoted FIS with similar effects.

The passage below, for

example, from Virginia Woolf's Mrs. Dallowav. combines
quoted and unquoted FIS.

While Lucy, the maid, straightens

the drawing room, she imagines she is attending the party
they are preparing for:
(....She was Lady Angela, attending Princess Mary, when
in came Mrs. Dalloway.)
"Oh Lucy," she said, "the silver does look nice!"
"And how," she said, turning the crystal dolphin
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to stand straight,
night?"

"how did you enjoy the play last

"Oh, they had to go before the end!" she said.

"They had to be back at ten!" she said.
know what happened, " she said.

"So they don't

"That does seem hard

luck," she said (for her servants stayed later, if they
asked her) .

"That does seem rather a shame, " she said,

taking the old bald-looking cushion in the middle of
the sofa and putting it in Lucy's arms, and giving her
a little push, and crying:
"Take it away!
compliments!

Give it to Mrs. Walker with my

Take it away!" she cried.

And Lucy stopped at the drawing-room door, holding
the cushion, and said, very shyly, turning a little
pink. Couldn't she help to mend that dress?
But, said Mrs. Dalloway, she had enough on her
hands already, quite enough of her own to do without
that. (38)
Lucy is startled and embarrassed by Mrs. Dalloway's sudden
appearance; she has been fantasizing "above her station,"
and her mistress's presence reminds her of her "place."
Thus, her first words to Mrs. Dalloway mark her discomfort
and the mental jolt required to move from fantasy to banal
conversation.

Woolf places her response to Mrs. Dalloway's

question about the play (DS) in quotation marks, but the
third person pronouns clearly signal FIS.
The use of quoted FIS underlines the viewpoint tension
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in this passage:

while the section begins in Lucy's

consciousness as she arranges the drawing room, the
viewpoint shifts to Mrs. Dalloway as she takes over the room
(straightening the dolphin) and uses DS against Lucy's FIS.
Even as her discomfort is suggested, Lucy is effaced to
third person pronouns.
In a few short sentences, the simultaneous tensions of
ownership and viewpoint are resolved:

we (with Mrs.

Dalloway) watch Lucy leaving the room, carrying the bald
pillow.

At the door, Lucy speaks again in FIS, this time

without quotes.
pink"

Woolf has her "shyly, turning a little

(out of admiration?

mend a dress.

guilt for wasting time?) offer to

The use of FIS still marks emotional

discomfort, but the lack of quotation marks suggests reduced
tension.
Clearly both Austen and Woolf use two distinct kinds of
FIS, consciously choosing quotation marks for a particular
effect.

The discussion of quoted FIS is completely

inadequate among FID theorists today; Short, for example,
ignores the phenomenon completely, Page, as indicated above,
believes it reflects an 18th-century pattern, Pascal
suggests that it "betrays a certain unsureness about its
status as between direct and indirect speech," and may be
"chiefly a typographical problem"

(47).

But the brief

examples above demonstrate its rhetorical utility:

it

develops tension and distance; it expresses a certain
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formality and helps maintain the particular viewpoint
consciousness of each passage.

Rhetorical Effects
One way to understand the effects of FIS on readers is
to consider Short's discourse continuum (184).

He places

direct speech toward one end and narrative report of speech
acts (which summarizes a character's words) toward the
other:

the one presents characters' words directly, the

other provides the greatest amount of narratorial
intervention.

Indirect speech and FIS are placed in the

middle of the continuum, with FIS between direct and
indirect speech.

The sentences below illustrate the various

ways to present a speech act on Short's continuum:
"I despise blonds," explained John.

"Redheads are more

fun." (direct speech)
John despised blonds--but redheads were fun!

(FIS)

John explained that he despised blonds but thought
redheads were fun.

(indirect speech)

John expressed his aversion to blonds.
redheads.

He preferred

(narrative report of speech act)

Because direct speech is the norm for speech presentation,
"the use of FIS is usually perceived by readers as
indicating narratorial intervention"

(183), and thus, a

technique for creating distance.6 But while this movement
'interestingly, the situation for free indirect thought is
quite different.
Since indirect thought is the most
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explains why we feel mentally ailoof from the speaker.
Short's description fails to mention the powerful focalizing
ability of FIS:

we hear (especially in third-person texts)

as the listening character does, not in full sentences, but
as the words register on the listener's consciousness.

It

is a technique, then, for generating intimacy as well as
distance.
Short also fails to consider the effects of quoted FIS:
my sense is that quotation marks remind us of the
narratorial presence, and therefore, increase our sense of
distance in the text.

It is also possible that we become

briefly conscious of ourselves as readers, transacting with
a text, and ask why use quotation marks?

The unease we feel

as readers may then be passed back to the focalized
character we are "hearing" through, a shift which
effectively develops the sense of artificiality or
discomfort necessary to the scene.

And that, of course, has

once again generated intimacy!
Since FIS presents voiced discourse (not thought), it
varies considerably from FIT in its effect on the reader and
its utility in the text.

In its simplest form as mimicry,

it raises a third voice in the text and provides the
opportunity for irony.

Its use in third-person texts

common method of thought representation, FIT appears to
move away from narratorial intervention (toward
interior monolog), "representing closeness with that
character, the direct observation of the articulation
of his thoughts" (Short 184).
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creates tension for the reader and suggests tension,
distance, or discomfort in the situation within the text.
Despite these differences, however, the technique is
actually, like FIT, a representation of character
consciousness:

while alive to the drama of dialog and the

immediacy of speech, FIS evokes the listener's perception of
the utterance rather than presenting the conversation
itself.

CHAPTER 3
THE TEXT IN MICROCOSM:
NARRATORIAL DISTANCE AND AESTHETIC RESPONSE
In his excellent survey of free indirect discourse
(FID) scholarship, Brian McHale expands Voloshinov's view of
FID as a microcosm of "verbal interaction" to suggest that
"the essential character of literature itself is inscribed
in miniature" in an FID passage (284) .

In its dialogic

interplay of voices, FID certainly presents a tiny arena
where one can observe author-narrator-character positioning
within the text.

By examining the uses of FID within a

work, we can assess authorial choices and motivations,
understand a little more precisely how our responses to
characters are shaped, and develop a critical appreciation
for the larger world of the text.
Writers use FID for widely different purposes; George
Eliot, for example, seeks to engage our sympathy: as she
explains in a letter to her publisher, John Blackwood,
My artistic bent is directed...to the presentation of
mixed human beings in such a way as to call forth
tolerant judgment, pity, and sympathy.

(GEL 2:299, 18

Feb. 1857)
Henry James, however, finds the dual voicing of FID useful
in developing ironies of situation or character.

In either

case, as the following study examples demonstrate, the
62
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presence of FID influences the reader's responses to the
text and suggests useful critical questions for
interpretation.

George Eliot: Generating a Wider Sympathy
In an 1866 review of George Eliot's novels, Henry James
complains that Eliot's novels are unbalanced by our
sympathies for the supporting characters:
In all those of our author's books which have borne the
name of the hero or heroine,— "Adam Bede," "Silas
Marner," "Romola," and "Felix Holt,"— the person so put
forward has really played a subordinate part...the
technical hero has been eclipsed by the real one.
(James 485)
James's sense that Eliot loses control of her focus as she
follows the lives of Arthur and Hetty (Adam Bede) or Esther
and her Transome relations (Felix Holt) has been echoed by
many critics.
In The Sympathetic Response. Mary Doyle builds a strong
case that Eliot's emphasis on what should be supporting
characters undermines each novel's structure.

In Adam Bede.

for example, the reader follows Hetty on her miserable
journey to find Arthur, chapters which, Doyle explains,
serve no rhetorical purpose for the novel as a whole; they
cause "an absorbing fascination with the suffering girl for
her own sake--which ought not to be" (41).

Similarly, Felix
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Holt spends a good share of his novel out of sight in prison
while the reader follows Esther's experiences with her
Transome relations, an emphasis which causes some critics to
see the Transome story as primary (Coveney 16) .
A consideration of Eliot's patterns of FID usage in
each of these novels provides a. clear, technical explanation
of her apparent loss of focus.

That she chose to use FID in

this way suggests some interesting questions about Eliot's
views of human nature, her readers' prejudices, the actual
focus of her work, and some possible explanations for the
apparently misleading titles.
Generally, Eliot handles a character's thoughts in one
of three ways.

She may quote them directly:

"God help the lad, and me too," he [Adam] thought, as
he lifted the board.

"We're like enough to find life a

tough job--hard work inside and out.

(ch 11, 123)

This approach seems, oddly enough (for it is a thought,
after all), to create distance.

Perhaps the quotation marks

create the sense of speech rather than the exposure to o n e 's
thought; it appears to be more formal and managed by the
character's consciousness.
Eliot's most common approach is indirect discourse or
''psychonarration, " as Dorrit Cohn labels it:
Hetty had not liked the thought of going to Snowfield,
and felt no longing to see Dinah....But now she thought
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this visit would serve a pretext for going away.

(ch.

35, 374)
These are clearly not Hetty's actual thoughts; the narrator
is reporting them in her own language (Hetty would not think
the word "pretext").

Additionally, this indirect

presentation of thought is marked by verbs of cognition
(thought, wondered, hoped, believed, etc.) and frequent use
of that-clauses, which demonstrate the ordering hand of the
narrator and filter our direct experience of the character's
thought.
Sometimes this psychonarration bridges to free indirect
discourse (FID), Eliot's third method.

Despite its third

person pronouns and past tense, this seems to be the
technique which presents thought most intimately in the
novel.

The passage above, for example, slips us into

Hetty's mind as she plans to run away:
....But now she thought this proposed visit would serve
as a pretext for going away.

She would tell her aunt

when she got home again, that she should like the
change of going to Snowfield for a week or ten days.
And then, when she got to Stoniton, where nobody knew
her, she would ask for the coach that would take her on
the way to Windsor.
would go to him.

Arthur was at Windsor, and she

(ch. 35, 374)

These sentences seem to place us directly in the character's
thoughts, and certain turns of phrase, like "the change of
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going" or "where nobody knew her" give the sense of the
character's voice.

We think through the plan with her; such

dramatic immediacy allows for an increased understanding of
character motivations, intentions, and emotions.
In Adam Bede the title character, a young, upright
carpenter,

falls in love with Hetty, a lovely dairymaid and

the niece of his friends the Poysers.

Hetty, however, has

her eye on Arthur, son of the local landowner.

Arthur

seduces her, but returns to his regiment before she
discovers she's pregnant.

She runs away to find him, rather

than face disgrace; after the baby is born, she abandons it,
half buried in a field.

She is convicted of murder, but her

death sentence is commuted to transportation at the last
moment.

Through all these difficulties she is supported by

the Poysers' other niece, Dinah, a Methodist preacher.

Adam

eventually comes to realize Dinah's sterling qualities and
marries her instead.
Adam Bede has been most frequently criticized for its
lack of balance amongst the four major characters (Adam,
Arthur, Hetty, and Dinah).

While Adam and Arthur seem

appropriately developed and distanced for their roles, Dinah
lacks the development necessary for reader sympathy, and
Hetty seems to steal the main interest of the novel.

This

imbalance is clearly reflected in Eliot's use of FID to
present their thinking.

According to my count1, Eliot uses*

'As I read, I highlighted each FID passage. To tally, I
counted by sentences for each character.
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FID in 336 sentences in the course of 551 pages.

Although

this is not as precise as I would like, the trend is clear:
Adam has 90 sentences, Arthur 111, Hetty 107, and Dinah 7
(Seth 6, Mr. Poyser 1, Mrs. Poyser 4, Lisbette 1, Mr. Irwin
9) .

No wonder that Hetty draws such a strong response.

Or

that Dinah seems underdeveloped.
Mary Doyle writes in The Sympathetic Response that
Hetty's "thoughts are almost as limited as her words” (38);
she has almost no dialog and very little action--we know her
almost entirely through the narrator's indirect discourse
and FID.

Her "thinking" is presented in a graceful

combination of indirect and free indirect discourse, almost
a "fusion"

(Doyle 38) of her mind with the narrator.

For

example, when pregnant Hetty cannot find Arthur, she
considers her options:
Hetty felt that no one could deliver her from the evils
that would make life hateful to her; and no one, she
said to herself, should ever know her misery and
humiliation.

No; she would not confess even to Dinah;

she would wander out of sight, and drown herself where
her body would never be found, and no one should know
what had become of her.

(391, ch. 37)

The first sentence is indirect discourse; the language is
the narrator’s in the second clause ("misery" and
"humiliation") and the thought lacks quotation marks, so it
remains indirect, belonging to the narration.

Then "No"
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introduces Hetty's experienced speech (FID):

she almost

seems to be talking aloud, and the remaining diction is
simple, almost monosyllabic,
of Hetty's thinking.

following a logical progression

''Fusion" actually doesn't express the

combination of voices here very well, because it is still
possible to separate Hetty's voice; "mingling" is a better
image.
The tension developed by such longish passages, in one
case, almost an entire chapter, is almost unbearable (Doyle
41); the direct exposure to Hetty's thinking allows the
reader to feel the futility, the pain, and the mental
limitations that drive her beha.vior.

That Eliot chose to

jeopardize the novel's focus by giving over so much of the
text to Hetty's mental experience suggests that she may be
less concerned with form or balance than she is with
developing human sympathy and understanding--she tries to
break down our prejudices so we will recognize a common
humanity.

Karl Kroeber notes that Eliot "pretend[s] at

first to share her reader's attitudes," but then subverts
this "original illusion of community between author and
reader"

(50).

The reader discovers that "his point of view

is open to criticism," that the narrator's view has subtly
shifted towards a wider sympathy.
If this was part of Eliot's concern with Hetty, she had
some major prejudices to overcome in her readers.

She wants

us to recognize what we have in common with this uneducated,
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naively romantic young woman who gets pregnant and then
murders her baby, and we must do this without significant
character change, for Hetty ends about as mentally and
spiritually blank as she began.

Readers today who think

Eliot develops too much sympathy might remember how
different we are from readers in the 1860s.

Changed

attitudes towards the purity of women, premarital sex and
psychological breakdown make readers today much more
tolerant of Hetty and, perhaps, less understanding of the
Poysers' humiliation.
In presenting Hetty, Eliot certainly follows the
pattern Kroeber has identified:

shallow, inarticulate Hetty

is introduced by a superior narrator who calls her "poor
Hetty" and exposes all her little dreams, smallness of mind,
and petty vanities in a few short chapters.

The narrator

allows Hetty brief, telling FID passages, such as her mental
reaction to a rival:

"Mary Burge, indeed!

such a sallow

faced girl....her hair was straight as a hank of cotton"
(99).

The narrator's voice, however, is even stronger,

presenting a girl who merely trifles with Adam:
Hetty took care to entice him [Adam] back in the
net....She felt nothing when his eyes rested on her,
but the cold triumph of knowing that he loved her, and
would not care to look at Mary Burge.

(99)

This double exposure— of her shallow mental attitudes
through FID and her thought and behavior through narratorial
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report put the reader in a position to criticize her
selfish, thoughtless behavior.
By Chapter 35, when Hetty realizes she is pregnant,
however, the narrator's superior voice has been muffled.
Now we watch her wander in a field and hear her confused
thoughts.

The narrator speaks wisely, reminding us of our

own youthful, unrealistic hopes:
In young, childish, ignorant souls there is constantly
this blind trust in some unshapen chance: it is as hard
to a boy or girl to believe that a great wretchedness
will actually befall them, as to believe that they well
die.

(373)

So we interpret Hetty's dread of the shame her secret will
entail more kindly than we might.

Then, when Hetty leaves

home on her journey to Windsor and she thinks (in FID), "if
she could have had the past undone, and known no other love
than her quiet liking for Adam!"

(375; ch. 35), we are

conscious of an enormous loss--no longer are we pitying her
from a superior position; now we sense some growth through
suffering and the; fleeting thought that, perhaps, she really
would have made Adam very happy.

Eliot manages this shift

of viewpoint imme:diately before Hetty's suffering journey
with the frequent FID passages noted above.

We have moved

from a critical, superior view to one of strong sympathy.
Hetty is human too, whatever her failings.
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But of course this strong sympathy does unbalance the
novel; George Eliot intended Dinah to be the "principal
figure at the last" (GEL. 2:503, 30 Nov. 1858), but she
isn't very interesting beside the psychologically developed
Hetty.

Her single FID passage in this section, when she is

pained by the dust on Adam's desk, is hardly a strong moment
of identification for the reader.

We have hints that sh e ’s

in love with Adam, but we never know her mind until she
reveals it to him.

She is a faultless, unknowable woman.

Perhaps Eliot felt it unnecessary to develop Dinah's
psychological depths because she thought Dinah would
immediately appeal to readers.

Her companion and advisor,

George Lewes, after all, was "delighted with the
presentation of Dinah" when he read the first three chapters
in draft, and felt "convinced that the reader's interest
would centre in her" (GEL. 2:503, 30 Nov. 1858).
Similar problems in narrative balance characterize
Felix Holt (1866).

Indeed, the title character of this

novel has only eleven major appearances (Doyle 101), while
the heart of the novel clearly lies in his love interest,
Esther, the apparent daughter of a scholarly, nonconformist
preacher.
The novel is a tangle of two plot lines, one presenting
Esther's growth from a frivolous, vain, romantic young lady
to a young woman who, under Felix's tutelage, recognizes the
abiding values of honest work and selfless devotion to
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others.

The other plot shows the changing fortunes of the

Transome family, who have inherited their estate through a
complicated entailment ruling.

They discover Esther is

actually the daughter of the deceased heir, and suddenly she
has the opportunity to become the lady she always dreamed of
being.

Eventually she rejects her inheritance and chooses

to marry Felix.
According to my tally, Eliot uses FID 157 times in 527
pages.

Not only is this less frequent than its use in Adam

Bede, but the characters are developed differently; the
novel is packed with dramatic presentation and less
metadiscourse: we recognize Esther’s developing character
change as much from small actions, like increased concern
for her father, as from her words.
The characters who are developed with FID include Felix
(5), Esther (55), Mrs. Transome (37), Harold (42), Lyon (7),
Jermyn (4), Christian (4), and Johnson (3).

This is in line

with the critics' responses to Mrs. Transome, Harold, and
Esther:

Esther is clearly the main character, since she

actually shows a definite character change and the problem
of her parentage is a central issue in the text, while Mrs.
Transome and Harold pose difficulties for critics who find
these two much more interesting and attractive than the
title character.

Once again the subplot threatens to

overbalance the novel's structure.

Perhaps Eliot was afraid

Victorian readers would think Mrs. Transome deserved her
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misery, unless they were brought to sympathize with her
first.

Of course, it is also important that Esther renounce

an attractive life and people who need her; perhaps Eliot
wanted us to feel the full weight of Esther's decision,
maybe even regret her choice a little.
Felix, on the other hand, is generally so distanced by
the narrator that it is difficult to get very interested in
him.

The narrator avoids critical comments, so the reader

sees Felix's defects--a loud voice, plain dressing, and
strong opinions--only through the comments of other
characters.

And his thoughts are frequently presented in

narrator-based psychonarration..

On election day, for

example, Felix
....noticed about eleven o'clock that the noises which
reached him. from the main street were getting more and
more tumultuous.

He had long seen bad auguries for

this election, but like all people who dread the
prophetic wisdom that ends in desiring the fulfilment
of its own evil forebodings, he had checked himself
with remembering that, though many conditions were
possible which might bring on violence, there were just
as many which might avert it.

There would, perhaps, be

no other mischief than what he was already certain of.
(Chapt. 32, p. 415)
The narrator's diction and inserted comparison ("like all
people...") make it difficult to sense Felix's actual
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thought; the FID in the last sentence is almost
unrecognizable, so elaborate are the sentences that precede
it.
When we do hear his mind at work, Eliot employs quoted
thought, as in this passage following his first meeting with
Esther (whom he dislikes) and her father:
Now by what fine meshes of circumstance did that queer
devout old man, with his awful creed, which makes this
world a vestibule with double doors to hell, and a
narrow stair on one side whereby the thinner sort may
mount to heaven— by what subtle play of flesh and
spirit did he come to have a daughter so little in his
own likeness?

Married foolishly, I suppose....(156,

ch. 5)
As Doyle objects, no consciousness ever streamed this way
(99)!

And, of course, that's part of the distancing this

technique causes:

the direct quote implies mental

organization and thus cannot be experienced by the reader as
it is thought by the character.
Eliot allows us to get close to Felix's thinking only
in one early passage, when Felix meets Esther for the first
time.

We see first his expectation:
"Thank you; I'll stay,” said Felix, not from any
curiosity to see the minister's daughter, but from a
liking for the society of the minister himself.... The
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daughter was probably some prim Miss, neat, sensible,
pious, but all in a small feminine way....(148, ch. 5)
The last sentence here, with the suggestion of character
deixis in "probably" and Felix's language in "prim Miss,"
gives a sudden, brief window into his thinking.

Then, when

she appears, her ladylike behavior annoys him, and Eliot
again allows us to experience his thought:
She was quite incongruous with his notion of ministers'
daughters in general; and though he had expected
something nowise delightful, the incongruity repelled
him.

A very delicate scent, the faint suggestion of a

garden was wafted as she went.

He would not observe

her, but he had a sense of an elastic walk, the tread
of small feet, a long neck and a high crown of shining
brown plaits with curls that floated backward--things,
in short, that suggested a fine lady to him, and
determined him to notice her as little as possible.

A

fine lady was always a sort of spun-glass affair--not
natural, and with no beauty for him as art....(149,
ch. 5)
He wills himself to ignore her, yet notices an array of
details; the passage clearly foreshadows his eventual
struggle against loving Esther:

FID allows us to see into

his mind briefly when "He would not observe her, " and later
when he labels her a "fine lady," a "spun-glass affair," and
so rejects her.
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Clearly Eliot found it important that the reader
understand the intensity of his initial resistance.
Unfortunately for Felix's character development, that's as
close as we get to Felix's mind.

In his self-assurance and

rigid assessment of others' characters, Felix begins much as
Adam Bede does.

But while Adam suffers through betrayal and

sorrow to become a merciful, understanding person, Felix
lacks those moments when we can "view the storm within"
(Doyle 101).

He is more like Dinah, unknowable, not fully

realized in the fiction.
Actually, Felix's role seems quite similar to Dinah's:
each embodies a sort of moral imperative that has a positive
effect on the main character of each novel.

Dinah helps

Adam recognize the breadth of mercy and his common humanity,
while Felix pulls Esther out of her petty, self-gratifying
world to a life of honest labor and concern for those less
fortunate around her.

Felix Holt is "about" Felix's ideas.

and their effect on a fully realized character.

Seen this

way, neither Dinah nor Felix can stand much character
development,

for that would make them important for their

own sakes, instead of for the moral influence they wield.
The characters in Eliot's novels that seem most fully
human--those who make choices, and frequently, mistakes-turn out to be the ones with the most FID passages.

Such a

pattern underlines Eliot's broad thematic focus on
generating a wider understanding of humanity.

Her ability
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to shift our ironic judgment to a sense of readerly empathy
is illustrated in her handling of FID passages:

as the

narrator's voice apparently withdraws from the FID, we seem
to develop a more intimate understanding of the character.
As a microcosm of Eliot's text, then, FID points to the
focus on character in her works, even to the disruption of a
balanced plot.

Henrv James:

Irony and Focalization

Henry James first reviewed George Eliot's Felix Holt in
The Nation (Aug. 16, 1866).

Leon Edel, in a discussion of

James's wide reading during this period, summarizes his
remarks:
He reviews Felix Holt and forgives George Eliot her
'clumsily artificial' plots because she delineates
character, possesses human sympathy, poetic quality,
microscopic observation, morality, discreet humor and
exquisite rhetoric.

(213-4)

James observes that these qualities, rather than a wellcrafted plot, develop the realism of the novel, finding that
Eliot's characters "remained with the reader after he closed
the novel not because of what they did but because of what
they were"

(Kelley 64).

But while James appreciated George Eliot's "efforts to
center interest in the minds of her major characters"
(Garrett 77), he wished for a "more indirect, suggestive
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method"
tell,

(78).

The novelist should suggest, rather than

"force[ing] a more active role on the reader in the

creation of meaning"

(Garrett 79) .

James argues, for

example, that Eliot should leave the marriage of Dinah and
Adam to the reader's imagination:
The assurance of this possibility is what I should have
desired the author to place the sympathetic reader at a
standpoint to deduce for himself.

In every novel the

work is divided between the writer and the reader; but
the writer makes the reader very much as he makes his
characters.

When he makes him ill, that is, makes him

indifferent, he does no work; the writer does all.
When he makes him well, that is, makes him interested,
then the reader does quite half the labor.

("The

Novels of George Eliot" qtd. in Garrett 79)
Such a preference for indirect presentation would, of
course, in Eliot's novels, eliminate the evaluative
framework provided by the narrator's metadiscourse; but, as
the narrator recedes, James believed that the fiction would
become more "realistic" in presentation, as well.
One option, the first person narrative, would seem to
meet James's requirements; the narrator economically
combines both teller and actor, placing the reader directly
in the fiction.

But James disliked the first person

narrative because it is subjective,

"not because of the

narrator’s presence but because the author's subjectivity is
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implicated, too"

(Goetz 19).

Both The Turn of the Screw and

The Sacred Fount are first person narratives, and both have
excited considerable critical disagreement.

Garrett

suggests this is because the first person immerses the
reader in the consciousness of the protagonist, and "the
reader has no adequate means of verifying or disproving the
account he is given"

(99).

The author is too restricted; he

cannot provide distance or perspective outside the
narrator/character's "I ."
The third person, however, allowed James both the
central observing consciousness, which functions somewhat
like the first person, in that the story is filtered through
the observer's mind, and also allowed a narrator's voice to
comment and explain.

As McKay explains,

"The narrator sees

through the character while gradually allowing the reader to
see around him"

(89).

The use of FID is key here:

since

FID has its deictics located in the character's viewpoint,
strengthening the reader's sense of character as opposed to
narrator, the FID often functions (in James), like dialog
and action, as data for the interpreting reader, creating
irony in that the; reader develops a personal vision of the
story not necessarily in line with the characters'
perceptions.
To be certain we see both "through" and "around" the
focalized character, James often resorts to what Ian Watt
calls "split narrative point of view.”

In his famous
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analysis of the first paragraph of The Ambassadors, Watt
identifies both an external, storyteller's viewpoint and a
character's voice.

We can hear the narrator's voice clearly

in "The same secret principle, however, that had prompted
Strether not absolutely to desire Waymarsh’s presence at the
dock..."; the omniscient vision here explores part of
Strether's mind which may be at least partially unconscious.
A few lines later, this speaker will call himself "I.”

The

next sentence, however, is FID:
They would dine together at the worst, and with all
respect to dear old Waymarsh— if not even, for that
matter,

to himself--there was little fear that in the

sequel they shouldn't see enough of each other.
"At the worst,”

"dear old Waymarsh," and "little fear" are

all Strether's language, developing from the first
Strether's ambivalent feelings.

Then, having clearly

created the potential for two voices in the text, James
merges them:

"Mixed with everything was the apprehension,

already, on Strether's part, that he would, at best,
throughout, prove the note of Europe in quite a sufficient
degree."

As Watt suggests, it is often difficult to tell

whose voice we hear.
In James's early nouvelle2. Daisy Miller (1878), we
2James prefered this French term for "short novel" (Holman's
Handbook to Literature 354); he uses the term
frequently in his notebooks and in the Prefaces to the
New York Edition of his works. He appreciated "the
dimensional ground--for length and breadth--our ideal,
the beautiful and blest nouvelle." See Willard Thorp’s
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find both the narrator, presented as "I," and a central
observer in Winterbourne, through whom most of the story is
experienced.

The narrator begins the story with a

confident, authoritative tone:

"there is a particularly

comfortable hotel," he tells us, and we feel certain of his
experience and reliability.

But this narrator has

limitations; in the second pareigraph he "hardly know[s] "
what the young American is thinking, and is not even sure
when the event occurs ("two or three years ago").

And,

having established setting and character, the "I" is effaced
in the dramatic presentation of Winterbourne, Randolph
(Daisy's brother), and Daisy which follows.

This

authoritative tone (although not the pronoun) returns in the
last paragraph of the nouvelle, presenting a slight frame
for the story and providing an ironic view of Winterbourne,
unchanged by the experience, despite Daisy's death and his
realization that she admired (loved?) him:
Nevertheless, he went back to live at Geneva, whence
there continue to come the most contradictory accounts
of his motives of sojourn:

a report that he is

"studying" hard--an intimation that he is much
interested in a very clever foreign lady.

(152)

This narratorial 'view,' incidentally, is precisely that;
James presents a scene rather than telling us explicitly

foreward to Turn of the Screw for an extensive
discussion of the form as James saw it.
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that Winterbourne was, in the end, untouched by the events
of the story.
The narrator does not disappear, however, when the "I"
drops from view.

In addition to describing the events, the

narrator tells us through indirect discourse what
Winterbourne is thinking.

Frequently, however, this

indirect discourse provides a bridge to free indirect
discourse in passages centered on Winterbourne's thoughts
and reactions.

For example,

It seemed to Winterbourne that he had been in a manner
presented.... In Geneva, as he had been perfectly aware,
a young man was not at liberty to speak to a young
unmarried lady except under certain rarely occurring
conditions; but here, at Vevey, what conditions could
be better than these?--a pretty American girl coming
and standing in front of you in a garden.

(303)

The passage begins with indirect discourse as the narrator
reports Winterbourne's impression.

Then "In Geneva"

provides the bridge to free indirect discourse:

the deictic

"here" and the use of a question (which cannot be used in
indirect discourse) signal the direct experience of
Winterbourne's thoughts.

Free indirect discourse allows the

use of Winterbourne's own language and the dramatic sense of
direct discourse; thus description moves from indirect
"telling" to "showing" from the character's own "angle of
vision."
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After this early experiment in telling the story
through a focalized consciousness, James experimented with
what Kelley terms "straightforward narrative such as Balzac
used [in Eugenie Grandetl" (281).

Washington Square. Kelley

explains, is told "as he [James] saw it and not as one of
his characters did"

(281).

This novel is perhaps

exceptional to James's oeuvre in that he carefully explains
every motive; the reader may wonder briefly whether
Catherine Sloper or her father see Morris Townsend clearly,
but all such questions are cleared up by the novel's end.
In Washington Square. James describes the fortunes of
Catherine Sloper, a modest, plain, only child of a
successful doctor.

She is pursued by Morris Townsend, whom

her father believes is a fortune hunter.

When the Doctor

rejects Morris, and threatens to disinherit Catherine if she
marries without his consent, Morris disappears.

Crushed by

her lover's defection, Catherine never marries.

After the

Doctor's death, a middle-aged Morris returns, but Catherine
recognizes his greed and rejects him herself.
Far from seeing through one character's eyes, James
moves easily from one character's mind to the next in this
novel.

In the first three sentences of chapter 8, for

example, James gives us three points of view:
If it were true that she was in love, she was certainly
very quiet about it; but the Doctor was of course
prepared to admit that her quietness might mean
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volumes.

She had told Morris Townsend that she would

not mention him to her father, and she saw no reason to
retract this vow of discretion.

It was no more than

decently civil, of course, that, after having dined in
Washington Square, Morris should call there again; and
it was no more than natural that, having been kindly
received on this occasion, he should continue to
present himself.

(67)

We hear the Doctor's voice in the first sentence, see
Catherine's point of view in the second, and, in the last,
hear in the phrases "decently civil," "no more than
natural," and "kindly received" the rationalization of
Morris and/or Catherine for the continued visits.

The fact

that they strike one as rationalizations suggests the
narrator's voice here, as well, gently mocking the
discretion of a woman in love.
While it is true that James does not use a central
observing consciousness in Washington Square, he certainly
provides an interpretive voice in the first person "I" who
narrates, beginning in the second paragraph of the novel
when he explains, "It will be seen that I am describing a
clever man..."

(27).

The narrative voice is so strong that

it's often difficult be sure of the Doctor's voice in what
might be FID:
Save when he fell in love with Catherine Harrington, he
had never been dazzled, indeed, by any feminine

characteristics whatever; and though he was to a
certain extent what is called a ladies' doctor, his
private opinion of the more complicated sex was not
exalted.

He regarded its complications as more curious

than edifying, and he had an idea of the beauty of
reason, which was, on the whole, meagerly gratified by
what he observed in his female patients.

His wife had

been a reasonable woman, but she was a bright
exception; among several things that he was sure of,
this was perhaps the principal.

(32)

The conversational tone of "indeed" first suggests the
possibility of the Doctor's voice, but the clauses that
follow clearly belong to the namrator.

Then the italic

emphasis on "reason" again suggests the character's mind,
but the phrase which follows gives the narrator's
perspective.

The next sentence, identifying his wife as a

"reasonable woman” and "a bright exception," may be the only
FID in the entire passage, and this, too, is immediately
interpreted by the narrator.
The narrator's presence is so strong that even passages
that might present FID lose much of the character's voice in
their phrasing.

At dinner, for example, the Doctor "talked

to his visitors about foreign lands, concerning which Morris
offered him more information than he was ready, as he
mentally phrased it, to swallow"

(63).

The emphasis by the

narrator on the Doctor's mental phrasing actually robs the
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words of any sense of the Doctor's voice; we hear, instead,
critical narratorial shaping.
In guiding our understanding of Morris's motivations,
the narrator uses a more deliccite touch:

although the

reader may suspect Morris is only interested in Catherine's
money, we are given surprisingly few opportunities to know
his thoughts and must judge him, as Catherine and her father
do, by his actions and words.

In one possible FID passage,

Morris, rejected by Catherine's father, agrees to visit her
again:
...[he] swallowed his pride, and made the effort
necessary to cross the threshold of her too derisive
parent--an act of magnanimity which could not fail to
render him doubly interesting.

(78)

As Morris's thoughts, the words "magnanimity" and "doubly
interesting" underline his egocentric view of the situation,as narrative report, they suggest Catherine's somewhat
romantic perception.

And it's not clear which reading is

more likely; James perhaps wanted that simultaneous effect-a truly ironic moment in the text.
But such delicate dual voicing is rare; most of the
time, we clearly know how to interpret what is thought or
said.

James gives Dr. Sloper eleven FID sentences,

Catherine forty, Mrs. Penniman eight, and Morris four.

This

distribution does not mean, however, that Catherine is more
thoroughly developed; she is simply presented more directly,
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while James's narrator intervenes repeatedly in presenting
Dr. Sloper's and Mrs . Penniman’s thoughts to be certain
their cynical and romantic views are clearly understood.
The narrator of Portrait of a Ladv (1881) is far less
evaluative than the narrative voice in Washington Square:
James here allows a character to unfold, rather than tell us
what she is about.

"Poor" Catherine of Washington Square

becomes "our young lady" (339), a neutral, and rarely
applied, designation.

While we are aware of the narrator's

presence, his focus, like ours and the other characters', is
in looking at Isabel and through her eyes; our assessment of
the woman and her situation develops, as it does in life,
from listening to her talk, seeing her act, and entering
imaginatively into her situation.
In this novel, James describes the fortunes of Isabel
Archer, a young woman who accompanies her aunt to Europe.
She first meets her invalid cousin, Ralph, and his father in
England, where she is courted by a young English lord.
After she refuses him, she and her aunt travel to the
continent, only t;o return for her uncle's death.

They find

that her uncle has left her a good share of his fortune, so
she can live independently and make what she wants of her
life.

Eventually, against the advice of her cousin and

aunt, she agrees to marry Mr. Osmond, an expatriate American
living in Florence.

The marriage turns out unhappily, but,

given the chance to escape it when she visits her dying
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cousin in England, she chooses instead to return to the
obligations she has taken on in Florence.
Given the amount of narrated material and the focus on
Isabel's mind, James uses FID much less than one might
expect.

While he is interested in her mental processes,

James seems unwilling to give Isabel many extended FID
passages in the frequent descriptions of her thoughts and
sensibilities.

For example, in chapter six (where James

examines Isabel's character and ideas), the first six pages
provide an extended discussion of Isabel's view of herself,
yet very little of her own thoughts are expressed directly
in FID.

The few passages that do present FID tend to

illustrate the simplicity and conviction of her character:
On the whole, reflectively, she was in no uncertainty
about the things that were wrong.

She had no love of

their look, but when she fixed them hard she recognized
them.

It was wrong to be mean, to be jealous, to be

false, to be cruel....But Isabel, who knew little of
the sorts of artillery to which young women are
exposed, flattered herself that such contradictions
would never be noted in her own conduct.

Her life

should always be in harmony with the most pleasing
impression she should produce; she would be what she
appeared, and she would appear what she was.

(51)

In both cases above, the FID phrase seems to explain the
narrator's descriptive sentence*, presenting in Isabel's own
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terms the narrator's more complex idea.

And in each case,

her own words suggest a simple naivete:

"It was wrong to be

mean.... she would be what she aippeared."

The words are

plain, almost childlike; the ideas clear-cut, untarnished by
unpleasant experience.

FID, then, allows us to experience

what the narrator cannot express as vividly.
Similarly, James uses FID to express Isabel's first
impressions of Osmond:
Mr. Osmond, to do him justice, had a well-bred air of
expecting nothing, a quiet ease that covered
everything, even the first show of his own wit.

This

was the more grateful as his face, his head, was
sensitive; he was not handsome, but he was fine, as
fine as one of the drawings in the long gallery above
the bridge of the Uffizi.
fine...

And his very voice was

(247)

Unlike her reactions to other men, this initial response to
Osmond is critical to the reader's understanding of her
attraction; here FID puts us closer than the narrator could
to what draws her to such a person.

Such moments clarify

her character; we are to understand her, not "feel" for her,
so the FID invites neither the

sympathetic response" of an

Eliot passage nor a particularly ironic reading beyond the
reader's judgement of Isabel's maturity.
James manages to avoid both strong sympathy and the
suggestion of pronounced narratorial irony by the way he
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shapes the FID.

Although James uses interjections like

"indeed" or "besides" and phrasing that suggests direct
discourse (questions, for example), his diction and artistic
shaping often echo the narrator’s voice.

When Isabel

reflects on Ralph's dislike of her proposed marriage, for
example, James shifts into FID:
She was not even prepared, or so she thought, to resent
his want of sympathy; for it would be his privilege--it
would be indeed his natural line— to find fault with
any step she might take towards marriage.

One's cousin

always pretended to hate one’s husband; that was
traditional, classical; it was a part of one's cousin's
always pretending to adore one. (338)
While "hate" and "adore" suggest Isabel's voice,

"natural

line" seems Jamesian, as does the artificial quality of
"one's cousin" and "one's husband."
reflects the narrator’s diction:
could he say?

Ralph similarly

"What could he do, what

If the girl were irreclaimable could he

pretend to like it?"

(339).

Here the interrogative

sentences underline the character's voice, while
"irreclaimable" suggests the narrator.

The general absence

of place and time character deictics (words like "here" or
"now") and the interweaving narratorial voice reduce the
intensity of the character's voice in James's FID.
Unlike novelists who close chapters or scenes with FID
to heighten dramatic effect (Austen and Dickens come to
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mind), James finds intensity instead in the scene and
dialog.

In the novel's final (and surely, most dramatic)

chapter, Goodwood and Isabel meet, he embraces her
passionately, and she flees.

One would expect James to show

us her thoughts, so we could understand her behavior.
James is more subtle--ambiguous— than that.
two enigmatic (cryptic?) sentences of FID:

But

We have instead
First, when

Goodwood tells her he is "[hers] forever," James writes,
"She had wanted help, and here was help; it had come in a
rushing torrent"

(590).

The deictic "here" locates us

firmly, albeit briefly, in her consciousness, a moment
immediately cancelled in the next sentence, which begins "I
know not whether she believed...“

Then, after Goodwood

kisses her, James describes her return to the house:
In an extraordinarily short time--for the distance was
considerabl.e--she had moved through the darkness (for
she saw nothing) and reached the door.
paused.

Here only she

She looked all about her; she listened a

little; then she put her hand on the latch.
not known where to turn; but she knew now.
very straight path.

She had
There was a

(591)

Once again, the deictic ("now," in the penultimate sentence)
places us in Isabel's mind--in fact, the word moves us quite
rapidly from external observation to the inner voice.

Even

so, James does not elaborate on the "straight path" she
sees.

Despite the FID, we must discover with Goodwood in
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the last few paragraphs that she leaves both England and the
novel without another word, thought, or narratorial
interpretative comment.

In the end, James relies on the

scene and the character's action rather than on narration:
the reader must make the final meanings here.
James uses FID to develop a much more ironic view in
Beast in the Jungle (1903).

This story of a man waiting for

something significant to happen to him (he's not sure just
what) is presented almost entirely through John Marcher's
consciousness; in each of the six parts, James alternates a
dramatic scene--a conversation between Marcher and his
friend May (who is waiting with him) in most cases--with
summary of the time passage between scenes.

Marcher’s

thoughts are dramatized through free indirect discourse:
It had come up for him then that she 'knew'
something....He circled about it at a distance that
alternately narrowed and widened and that still wasn't
much affected by the consciousness in him that here was
nothing she could 'know,' after all, any better than he
did.

She had no source of knowledge he hadn't equally

--except of course that she might have finer nerves.
That was what women had where they were interested;
they made out things, where people were concerned....
(441)
Here the narrator's voice shifts from indirect report of
Marcher's thought in the first sentence to a direct
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narrative statement in sentence two.

This statement turns

into free indirect discourse with the deictic "here" and the
suggestion of his personal word choice in the emphasized
"know."

The passage continues in free indirect discourse:

"that" acts as a deictic, while "made out" represents
Marcher's word choice.

The effect is an exposure of

Marcher's egotism--May knows more about him only because her
finer nerves are affected by a strong interest in his
affairs.

This effect continues as the narrator presents

Marcher's thought indirectly:
[I]t showed him that what was still first in his mind
was the loss she herself might suffer.

'What if she

should have to die before knowing, before seeing--?'
It would have been brutal, in the early stages of her
trouble, to put that question to her.... (441)
Although James sets off the second sentence with quotation
marks, this may simply clarify it as "the question" of
sentence three:

James here presents the thoughts as they

occur to Marcher, first the all-important question, then
Marcher's rejection of posing it ("brutal" would be
Marcher's term, his point of view).
The exposure of Marcher's mind, with its egotism
dramatized, develops distance between the reader and
character.

The narrator also establishes distance through

reminders of the fictional presentation--"our whole account
of him" or "as I say," for example, are a type of
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metadiscourse in that they exist outside the story line.
The result of this distancing is an ironic view of Marcher.
L. C. Knight explains that everything is “'seen' largely
through the eyes of Marcher, but the seeing is flecked with
unobtrusive irony so that we are aware of two views"
in Vaid 225).

(qtd.

That the irony is "unobtrusive" may well

result from the use of FID to present it— James uses
Marcher's words against him, so to speak.
James's fiction often seems preoccupied with angles of
vision, with the ways both characters, and, at a more
thematic level, cultures, look at themselves and each other.
In Daisy Miller (which James subtitled "A Study"), we have
Winterbourne watching Daisy, and perhaps on a more abstract
level, European culture examining the American (girl).
Washington Square relies on conflicting visions of Morris
Townsend for its plot; Isabel Archer lives under the
scrutiny of her cousin who watches to see what she will make
of her life, and of her husband who displays her as part of
his collection of art objects; John Marcher spends his whole
life watching himself.
The addition of FID to this already strong focus on
vision adds yet another view, helping us see, even in
intimate and drsimatic moments, around and through the
characters.

While Eliot's narrator appears to withdraw from

the FID passages, strengthening the intimacy between reader
and character, James's narratorial voice is strong enough to
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prevent overmuch empathy, allowing the distance required for
irony to develop.

As a microcosm of the text, then, James's

FID collects the multiple visions of the characters even as
we gain a more external, narratorial view which allows us to
develop our own perceptions of the situations and ponder
their significance.

CHAPTER 4
MAKING MEANING OF THE READING PROCESS
Richard Connell ends his short story "The Most
Dangerous Game" in a final meeting between General Zaroff
and Rainsford:
The general sucked in his breath and smiled.
congratulate you," he said.

"I

"You have won the game."

Rainsford did not smile.

"I am still a beast at

bay," he said, in a low, hoarse voice.

"Get ready,

General Zaroff."
The general made one of his deepest bows.
see," he said.

"Splendid!

repast for the hounds.
very excellent bed.

"I

One of us will furnish

The other will sleep in this

On guard, Rainsford.

..."

He had never slept in a better bed, Rainsford
decided.

(23)

"Well," some of my students ask,
Rainsford win?"

"what happened?

Did

The first time I met this kind of

confusion, I could not understand how readers could miss the
implications of Connell's artistic conclusion.

Now I see it

as an important moment in the text for all of us to
articulate how we know Rainsford wins:
96

Why is there white
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space between the last two paragraphs?
last sentence?

Who is "he" in the

Why didn't Connell write "Rainsford decided

he had never slept in a better bed”?
FID is easily read, easily missed.

Moments of

intensity focus our attention all on the character, not on
the words that produce that strong interest.

As Chatman

reminds us,
Too often do we recall fictional characters vividly,
yet not a single word of the text in which they came
alive; indeed, I venture to say that readers generally
remember characters that way.

It is precisely the

medium that "falls away into dimness and uncertainty, "
as Lubbock puts it, though our memory of Clarissa
Harlowe or Anna Karenina remains undimmed.

(118)

Yet sometimes FID produces a moment of confusion, of
awkwardness,

that makes us stop and question the "how" of

the literary text.

In the classroom, these opportunities

open discussions on relationships between narrative theory,
style, thematic issues, and response.
While FID may not be specifically discussed in the
classroom nor explicitly identified by a critic, it remains
central to our understanding of point of view in fiction,
shaping our response to characters, our perception of
narrative balance, and our understanding of the meanings
that emerge from our reading.

Dorrit Cohn, in fact, argues
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that FID (as a narrative mode that represents consciousness)
is a sign of fictionality in a text ("Signposts" 800), a
basic cue to readers that we are reading fiction rather than
history.
The reading process depends on such signs, on "the
interaction between its [the literary work's] structure and
its recipient"

(Iser 20).

As readers, we move from familiar

literary patterns, themes, and social contexts to infer, to
imagine, to "set[s] the work in motion"

(Iser 21). Horst

Ruthrof, basing his study on the work of Ingarden and Iser,
explains that in reading,
the acts of telling and the presented world which are
buried in the signs of the text are activated step by
step in the process of reading until the whole dynamic
quasi-world and mediation of a story are established.
(67)
Ruthrof argues that readers must look at both the act of
telling, which he calls the "presentational process" and the
"presented world"— the story itself--to construct an
aesthetic appreciation of a narrative.

Since FID locates

itself simultaneously in both the act of telling and in a
consciousness in the presented world, it allows the reader
to assess the narrator, to identify themes and narrative
structures that shape meaning in the text, or to experience
with a character the unfolding of a story's presented world.
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FID and the Presentational Process
Ruthrof argues that the two "strands" of narrative
(presentational process and presented world) are "equally
complex, indeed, parallel systems" (197); using speech act
theory to explain our interpretation of the discourse strand
(as Chatman does, see p. 31 and 267) does not fully
appreciate the inherent fictionality of the narrative
situation: the reader must construct the narrator's
psychology, limitations, and beliefs in order to determine
the reliability of the narrator's vision, much as one
assesses a first-person narrator.

When we view the

presentational process as a fictional mode rather than a
discourse (i.e., merely a speech mode), the novel
open[s] to a different reading option:

one in which

the judgmental narrator is not understood as a
spokesman for the author but as a fictional voice whose
normative comments on characters and events may not be
reliable.

(Cohn, "Optics" 16)

As Cohn points, out, this critical approach has been
"increasingly adopted...in the last two decades, resulting in
a series of new interpretations of canonical works"
("Optics" 16).

Wolfgang Iser, for example, uses this

approach the reassess the narrator of Vanity Fair (see his
chapter in The Implied Reader).

10'0
Since FID presents the narrator's voice as well as the
character's, and often has a strong influence on our
assessment (judgment) of these characters,1 it becomes a
useful technique to examine when we consider how we "read"
the presentational narrative strand in a text.

The first

few paragraphs of Joyce's "The Dead," for example, show an
interesting shift in FID usage which seems to confirm Margot
Norris's observation of the narrator's bias, an unsettling
possibility that requires the reader to rethink the story in
light the narrator's limitations.
Starting in the first sentence, the narrator tells us
Lily "was literally run off her feet,“ phrasing that
suggests Lily's voice (since, in fact, she is very much on
her feet throughout the first few paragraphs); while the
narrator seems to stray briefly from her perspective in
describing the Morkan family background, he returns promptly
to Lily's mind by the end of the second paragraph, when Lily
thinks of her mistresses:

"They were fussy, that was all.

But the only thing they would not stand was back
answers"(176) . By beginning in Lily's mind, Joyces's
narrator gives us a sense of intimacy—we see the Morkan
1 Cohn identifies several instances when writers "draw on
the potential of free indirect style" to promote
political ends: African-American women writers, to
develop sympathy for their protagonists' gender and
race; Sartre, by emphasizing the negative traits in his

sisters from the devoted maid's perspective; we may even
expect it to be Lily's story.
But when Gabriel Conroy arrives and looks her over in
the pantry, the narratorial vision moves into Gabriel's
head.

We are first startled by her sharp remark when Conroy

asks her about her young man, and then, before we can
realize what it's all about or how little we know of her,
despite the FID passages, the narrator shifts us upstairs
with Conroy, and Lily becomes an uncomfortable, submerged
voice in Conroy's experience.
The narrator has presented her as the initial
focalizing character, then abandoned her; as she has been
silenced by the shifting point of view, we can only
speculate about her true feelings or the possibility that
Conroy or someone else may have seduced her.

The early FID

passages give the impression of intimacy, but actually the
narrator has prevented us from learning much about Lily.
Margot Norris argues that Lily's thoughts "are not Lily's
interests but rather...what Lily ought to be saying and
thinking..."

(479, nl).

When Lily answers Conroy sharply,

she steps out of the "model maid" role, and, Norris
suggests, the narrator "punishes" her "backtalk" by
silencing her.

protagonist, to produce an antipathy for anti-Semitism
("Optics" 16).

Norris believes Joyce uses this biased narrator to
point out how society silences women's "backtalk"—not only
ignoring the real lives of maids like Lily, but also
belittling the talents of women like Julia Morkan, who can
no longer sing in the church choir because of a papal order
restricting the choir to men only.

Joyce's use of FID and

the shift of focalization underline early on the narrator's
conventional views and his inability to understand very
deeply the women he is set on describing.

Noticing how

Joyce handles the point of view thus brings us to broader
interpretations of the text.

FID and the Presented World
We may not notice the presence of FID as we read, but
very often the direct way it reveals a character's thinking
helps us understand the character more completely. Kate
Chopin's brief "Story of an Hour" illustrates how simply and
quickly FID can focus our interest and sympathy with a
particular character.

Mrs. Mallard's husband is reported

"killed" in a railway accident.

For one short hour

{fourteen paragraphs) Mrs. Mallard imagines life without
him, and the reader discovers, along with Mrs. Mallard, that
she feels relief and anticipates a long and happy life
alone. Then he walks through the door and she collapses:

"they said she had died of heart disease— of joy that kills"
(321) .
When I ask students to explain what makes this story so
powerful, they frequently mention their empathetic response
to Mrs. Mallard:

"You really grasp onto Mrs. Mallard's

mixed emotions..." one student wrote in an Introduction to
Fiction class.

Another said, "The emotions she felt were

clearly expressed.

I could feel her breathlessness, relief

and even happiness."
Chopin achieves this empathy in so short a space by
moving the reader from an external view to an internal
vision that culminates intensely with several paragraphs of
FID.

First we see Mrs. Mallard as the world views her:

"Knowing that Mrs. Mallard was afflicted with heart trouble,
great care was taken to break to her as gently as possible
the news of her husband's death" (320). We are on the
outside, speaking formally of her health in this opening
sentence.

The narrator moves closer in the next paragraph,

showing her response:

"She wept at once, with sudden, wild

abandonment, in her sister's arms" (320); then, when she
retires to her room, we have our first, rather generalized,
view of her mental state:

"...she sank [into an armchair] ,

pressed down by a physical exhaustion that haunted her body
and seemed to reach into her soul."

This general statement,

however, is immediately followed by a view of the world
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outside her window, seen through her eyes; we see the trees,
hear the birds, smell the rain from her perspective, and
such specifics ground us firmly in her point of view.
The narrator, however, continues to moderate her
thoughts, telling us, "There was something coming to her,
and she was waiting for it, fearfully..."

And when the

realization that she feels not despair but relief breaks
through, the reader discovers it at the same moment she
does, in the words "free, free, free," which "escape[d] her
slightly parted lips."

But this discovery, emphasized with

dialog, is not the climax—that comes instead in two solid
paragraphs of FID that express the thoughts that underlie
her verbalization:

"There would be no one to live for her

during those coming years:

she would live for herself....And

yet she had loved him— sometimes. Often she had not.

What

did it matter I"
This progression from external views to a deep
evocation of the mental world behind her words absorbs the
reader in her experience.

As one reader explained:

The idea that makes 'Story of an Hour' a good story is
the feeling of joy the reader gets when Mrs. Mallard
has a chance to now live happily....She begins to
describe how free she is [after her husband's reported
death] and how happy.
with Mrs. Mallard...

The reader climbs up that ladder

It is that strong identification that makes the story so
effective: “I felt her relief and contentment as she
imagined her upcoming future without her husband.

I shared

with Mrs. Mallard the joy, and the easement of being free in
her own world" noted another student in a class response.
But FID may move beyond simply revealing a character's
thoughts and entangling the reader in the character's act of
realization; the reader's sympathetic response may be
directed toward a larger, thematic understanding of the
presented world.

In Mill on the Floss, for example, George

Eliot's selective use of FID highlights the conflict between
the world of the mind and the world of business.

As readers

we are plunged deeply into Maggie1s internal world— into her
thoughts, emotions, fantasies, sensibilities.

Her conflict

with her brother, Tom, over her romantic interest in Philip,
suggests the larger thematic contrast, underlined for
readers by our internal views of Maggie and our limited,
external perceptions of her brother.

A few passages from

the pivotal Book Five ("Wheat and Tares"), the book which
moves the siblings from childhood to adulthood and
demonstrates their contrasting approaches to life, clearly
illustrate Eliot's selective use of FID to develop her
larger theme.
As Book Five begins, the reader is positioned in
Maggie's perceptions:
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The Family sitting-room was a long room with a window
at each end, one looking towards the croft and along
the Ripple to the banks of the Floss, the other into
the mill-yard.

Maggie was sitting with her work

against the latter window when she saw Mr. Wakem
entering the yard, as usual, on his fine black horse;
but not alone, as usual.

Someone was with him, a

figure in a cloak on a handsome pony.

Maggie had

hardly time to feel that it was Philip come back before
they were in front of the window and he was raising his
hat to her.

. . (Book 5, Chapter 1)

The narrative voice in this passage slips us smoothly into
Maggie's internal world through FID, allowing us to
participate in Maggie's perceptions.

"As usual" in the

third sentence points to Maggie's time reference, while
"someone" in the next sentences allows us to see the
character take shape through Maggie's eyes— she notices
something unusual, then the "someone" becomes a "figure,"
and finally,

"Philip."

Rather than simply present Maggie's thoughts in stream
of consciousness, Eliot alternates deftly between the thirdperson narration and FID; we begin by reading about what
Maggie is doing and thinking, then suddenly we are thinking
with her.

In the passage below we see this slippery

maneuvering, as Maggie reflects on seeing Philip again:
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It was not at all agitating to Maggie to see Philip
again; she retained her childish gratitude and pity
towards him...often wishing she had him for a brother and
a teacher as they had fancied it might have been in
their talk together.

But that sort of wishing had been

banished along with other dreams that savoured of
seeking her own will, and she thought, besides, that
Philip might be altered by his life abroad; he might
have become worldly and really not care about her
saying anything to him now.

And yet, his face was

wonderfully little altered:

it was only a larger, more

manly copy of the pale small-featured boy's face, with
the grey eyes and the boyish waving brown hair...and
after all her meditations, Maggie felt that she really
should like to say a few words to him.

He might still

be melancholy as he always used to be, and like her to
look at him kindly.

(Book 5, Ch.l)

While the passage begins in narration, the second sentence
shifts us to Maggie's thoughts.

The modal "might" and the

character deictic “now" place us clearly in her temporal
world by the end of sentence two, where we listen to her
direct reflections in the next sentence.
That sentence ends, however, with a brief narrative
statement, and then the next sentence returns us to her
mental world with "might" "still" and "always used to be.
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Such sliding in and out allows us some distance; since we
are not allowed to constantly identify with Maggie, we are
able to observe, and perhaps judge, her behavior as well.
Most often free indirect discourse seems to demonstrate
irrational qualities in Maggie's mind.

The reader is

involved in creating fantasy, short scenarios, such as an
imaginary meeting with Philip or her dream of talking with
Sir Walter Scott (303). We also* gain a sense of her
emotions— insecurity ("he might not care..."), for example, or
pity "he might be melancholy").

Because we seem to think

these things WITH her, the FID makes us identify more
closely with Maggie— to prefer her character as we read since
we seem to "know" her better.
Maggie also becomes the focus of our sympathy and
understanding because Eliot restricts her use of FID to
Maggie's mental world.

It's hard to imagine "thinking with"

Tom in quite the same way; Eiliot's omniscient, third-person
narrative voice provides enough distance to keep him
subordinate in psychological interest and much less open to
sympathetic interpretation:
was thinking?

what if we really knew what he

For example, Eliot relates Tom's reaction to

Maggie's declaration of love for Philip in typically
distanced terms:
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Tom was silent a few moments, looking at the ground and
frowning with his hands in his pockets.
looked up and said coldly...

At last he

(361)

He's obviously thinking about something here, so a revision
using FID might read:
Tom was silent a few moments, looking on the ground and
frowning.

Maggie's betrayal pierced him. How could she

be so selfish, while he sacrificed so much?
weak, deformed enemy of the family.

And for a

At last he looked

up and said coldly... (my revision)
But such a revision would allow us to understand his point
of view too cleairly; we can see he is hurt and has reasons
for his behavior, so our sympathy is divided between the two
instead of focusing on Maggie.
Instead, Eliot has Tom speak, act, and accuse in a
business-like way that excludes the reader from his inner
life.

When he argues with Maggie, "his voice trembling with

indignation"

(360), the narrator demonstrates his emotion,

forcing the reader to observe him.

And we are further

distanced by the narrator's commentary:

"He did not know

how much of an old boyish repulsion" motivated his angry
response, for he "was not given to inquire subtly into his
own motives"

(361).

The depths of Tom's character are

closed to both Tom and the reader.

Thus the reader assigns meaning to the presence and
absence of FID in Eliot's text.

While Maggie's developing

internal world is revealed using FID, Tom is externalized bythird person narration.

The two approaches provide a sharp

contrast between Tom's search for worldly success and
Maggie's emphasis on emotional and mental development, and
we are able to infer a larger, thematic understanding from
their respective characterizations.

The Merger of Presentational Process and Presented World
As Ruthrof sees the reading process, we must construct
both the presentational process and presented world as "two
distinct strata"

(65); when the presentational process is

"buried, * we have drama2, and when the two strata flow
together we have "the essence of the lyrical mode."

Such a

merger is clearly present in Woolf's Mrs. Dalloway, where we
move "from the swirl of narratorial motion to the role of
Septimus as a thematic issue"
communication).

(Michael Beard, personal

Early on, Woolf's FID focuses our attention

on point-of-view issues, a focus which rapidly shifts into
an understanding of the changing point-of-view as action and
meaning-making within the presented world as well.
The first sentence of M r s . Dalloway directs us into

2 As Scholes and Kellogg remind us, drama has no "teller"
(qtd. in Porter 162).

Clarissa's thoughts, and we enjoy a close exposure to her
mental processes as the paragraphs unfold.

Even sentences

which seem to belong to the narrator--"Mrs. Dalloway said
she would buy the flowers herself" or "For so it had always
seemed to her"--may arguably be free indirect discourse; as
Garvey suggests,

"In attempting to distinguish between a

character's thoughts and the narrator's commentary or
description, the reader often discovers sentences that could
belong to either"

(60).

The distinction between narrative

and character voice has been subtly blurred, reducing the
reader's sense of ironic distance.
Woolf slips in and out of character's consciousness
without overt narrative intervention, too.

For example, in

the midst of Clarissa's thoughts about Peter Walsh, Woolf
writes,

"She stiffened a little on the kerb, waiting for

Durtnall's van to pass.
thought her..."

(4).

A charming woman, Scrope Purvis

For two sentences we are given another

view of Clarissa, directly from Purvis' mind; then we are
back in Clarissa' consciousness.

A bit later, in the

florist shop Woolf manages an even subtler shift:
Ah yes— so she breathed in the earthy garden sweet
smell as she stood talking to Miss Pym who owed her
help, and thought her kind, for kind she had been years
ago; very kind, but she looked older, this year,
turning her head from side; to side among the irises and

roses and nodding tufts of lilac with her eyes half
closed, snuffing in, after the street uproar, the
delicious scent....

(13)

While the passage begins in Clarissa's mind, it may shift to
Miss Pym's thoughts briefly in "and thought her kind, for
kind she had been years ago."

It could be argued that

Clarissa thought Miss Pym kind, but then whose mind provides
the exterior view of Clarissa "snuffing in, after the street
uproar"?

Harper suggests that the narrative here "float[s]

between the two women, rendering the ambiance of their
feeling for each other"

(116).

Instead of finding distance

in the removal from Clarissa's thoughts, the reader
experiences a larger aura of feeling that keeps us touching
Clarissa's mind as we see briefly through another's eyes.
In a longer passage we can see just how lightly the
narrator intrudes when Clarissa thinks:
Love and religion! thought Clarissa, going back into
the drawing-room, tingling all over.
how destestable [sic] they are!

How detestable,

For now that the body

of Miss Kilman was not before her, it overwhelmed her-the idea.

The cruelest things in the world, she

thought, seeing them clumsy, hot, domineering,
hypocritical, eavesdropping, jealous, infinitely cruel
and unscrupulous, dressed in a mackintosh coat, on the
landing; love and religion.

Had she ever tried to
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convert any one herself?

Did she not wish everybody

merely to be themselves?

And she watched out of the

window the old lady opposite climbing upstairs.

Let

her climb upstairs if she wanted to; let her stop; then
let her, as Clarissa had often seen her, gain her
bedroom, part her curtains, and disappear again into
the background.

Somehow one respected that....

(126)

The narrator provides a tag, two stage directions (going
into the drawing room, watching out the window) , and a
comment ("as Clarissa had often seen her") which seems to
merge effortlessly into the freie indirect discourse.

With

no indirect, reported thought or commentary to augment our
view of her thoughts, we are able to experience her
consciousness directly.

We ares allowed direct

participation— a "plunge," in fact, into Clarissa's
thinking.
The depth of our participation in Clarissa's mind and
the way FID seems to allow other minds to merge briefly with
hers places Clarissa at the center of a swirl of mental
action, a single character who consolidates the meanings of
the text.3

Harper suggests the other characters, including

Septimus and Peter, become reflectors of Clarissa's
3 Woolf uses this term in comparing the "fluid" style of
Orlando and To the Lighthouse with her approach in M r s .
Dalloway: "Shall I now check and consolidate, more in

intermingled past and present on "this moment of June"

(4) .

He believes "Mrs. Dalloway represents the luminous halo of
consciousness itself"

(117).

Another critic suggests that,

as Clarissa makes Septimus a symbol--a "pole for sympathy"
in her identification with him-— so she becomes a "pole for
sympathy for us as readers":
she is to us"

(Schug 208).

"Septimus is to Clarissa as
Woolf's concluding sentence

seems to carry this sense of unity around a central
character.

Framed in Peter Walsh's FID, "For there she was"

presents Clarissa in the illuminating halo of the entire
text, representing life, the intense moment for Peter Walsh,
and perhaps for the reader as well.

In this way out

experience with the text shapes a lyrical moment of
revelation out of a narrative form.

Implications for Critical Readers
It should be clear from the four examples in this essay
that, while identifying FID is useful in analyzing a text,
it is by no means necessary.

It is only in a close reading

of a passage, when we examine the language itself to
determine why we "read" (respond) as we do, that FID becomes
visible and we understand the mechanism that develops
empathy for a cheiracter or underlines a major theme through

the Dalloway and Jacob's Room style?"
134) .

(Writer's Diary

unobtrusive character development.
The critical examination of FID allows a reader to
either verify or call into question initial assumptions
about narratorial viewpoint; to assess the readerly response
to various characters; and to evaluate themes in terms of
the subjectivity FID develops.

FID rests in the heart of

fiction and response, "crucial" (Fludemik 6) to the study
of viewpoint and to our understanding of how language evokes
characters' emotional depths.

CONCLUSION
While the discussion of Free Indirect Discourse is
limited almost entirely to the twentieth century, the
technique has been used by writers from a variety of periods
throughout literary history.

The presence of Free Indirect

Speech in oral language, and its earlier appearance in
literary

texts, suggest that Free Indirect Thought

developed from Free Indirect Speech.
represented as speech

Since thought is often

(a character talking to himself--as

in Lyly's lengthy monologs, for example), the relationship
seems even more likely.
The differences in effect, however, would seem to argue
against this conclusion.

The mimicry of FIS gives an

immediate sense of two voices and ironic effect.

The

speaking voice of FIT—the narrator— is usually less obvious:
we tend to focus first on the character's thought and
experience the character's thinking and situation more
intensely, which usually leads to empathy.

This dramatic

intensity seems especially clear in earlier uses of FIT, for
Chaucer, Lyly, and Deloney seem intent on finding ways to
evoke a sense of character voice and immediacy in the text.
Only when the narrative voice characterizes itself in some
way, as Eliot's "wise" narrator does, or James's external
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way, as Eliot's "wise" narrator does, or James's external
storyteller who implicates the reader with "our Strether,"
does the reader attend to two voices in the passage and
sense irony.
Studying FID allows readers to examine a technique
which underlies so many criticail impressions, from Joyce's
shallow narrator in "The Dead" to the narrative imbalance of
Eliot's Adam Bede.

While both Adam Bede and Felix Holt have

their champions, most critics find Mill on the Floss more
successful; the way Eliot links FID to the theme in that
novel may go a long way to explain readers' preference for
that novel.

Those who admire James's ability to develop so

many angles of vision may find that his use of FID helps
explain the way he shapes irony; even the straightforward
recognition of a climax or turning point may be explained,
as it is in Connell's "The Most Dangerous Game" or Chopin's
"The Story of an Hour,* by the use of FID.
As these essays have shown, FID is central to our
understanding of narration and fictionality.

Its effects on

readers shape both our initial responses to characters and
the published critical impressions of scholars.

Whether we

experience drama, empathy, irony, or some combination of
these three, FID directs us to understand the text as a
unity of two voices in the storytelling event: a small
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mirror of the larger work, reflecting in a tiny arena the
interplay of narratorial voice and character experience.

APPENDIX A: GRAMATICAL ANALYSIS
OF THE NARRATIVE HINNEH-CLAUSE IN GENESIS
Fokkelman observes that hinneh may be coupled with
participles to present "the strength of a durative present"
(51).

While this is most certainly true in the passage he

is analyzing (Gen. 28:12-13; see also discussion of Group 2,
below), hinneh may still present the character's perspective
when coupled with a noun phrase (NP) or adjective.
Group 1:

Behold + N P .

While this construction lacks a

verb in Hebrew, and therefore a sense of aspect or tense,
the deictic power of hinneh suggests a moment of surprise or
sudden awareness in the character's mind.1 The lack of a
verb places us almost at the preverbal threshold of
character thought at an intense moment.

If, while driving

down the street, you suddenly saw an oncoming car swerve
into your lane, you would more likely think " (gasp) a car"
than "That car swerved in my lane!"

Thus hinneh is the

"gasp" and NP the suddenly visualized item which registers
on the character's consciousness.

The result is a dramatic

moment of intensity when the reader sees with the character.
Examples of this construction appear in the box below.
In each case, the text is taken from the King James Version.
fokkelman compares this narrative use of hinneh to its use
in dialog, concluding that in his dialog example, hinneh's
purpose is "to attract attention," while in the narrative
passage it is "more deictic” and "clearly carries a note of
surprise" (52) .
119
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Group 1:
8:11
15:17
29:2
29:25
31:2
41:7
42:27
42:35

behold + NP

"and lo in her mouth [was] an olive leaf"
"b. [a smoking] furnace (smoke and torch
blaze that...)"
"b. a well in the field"
"b. (she) [it was] Leah"
"b. it [was] not toward him as before"
"b. [it was] a dream"
"b. (he) [it was] in his sack's mouth
"b. every man's bundle of money [was] in
his sack"

Figure 2: Examples of behold + NP in Genesis

The verb and any other words provided in the KJV but not
indicated in the Hebrew are bracketed; when relevant, the
grammatically literal translation (as indicated by
Kohlenberger’s interlinear version) is placed in
parenthesis.
Group 2:

Behold + Participial Phrase.

The passages in

this group are often translated into the past tense,
obscuring the immediacy of the character's experience we
sense with the present participle.

'

..............

Group 2:

...

........

.........

Behold + NP + present participle

18:2

"and lo, three men standing [stood] by
him"
24:63
"b., the camels [were] coming"
26:8
"b. Isaac [was] sporting (caressing)"
28:12
"and b. a ladder resting [set up] on
earth"
28:12
"and b. the angels of God ascending and
descending
28:13
"And b., the Lord standing [stood] above
it (him)
33:1
"b. Esau [came] coming"
37:25 "b. a company of Ishmeelites coming"
Figure 3: Examples of behold + NP + present participle in Genesis

In the examples presented in Figure 3, the KJV translation
is provided in brackets when it differs from the Hebrew.
Each time the KJV verb differs from the Hebrew, it has been
back-tensed, lessening the impact of the present participle.
Group 3:

Behold + Adjective.

group are a bit more problematic.

The passages in this
Of the four examples in

the box below, three use a niphal verb in the Hebrew to
express entering into and remaining in a state or condition,
a form that functions like the behold + adj. pattern of the
first example ("and behold (it was] very good" Gen 1:31;
brackets indicate additional KJV words).

In each case, the

KJV has added a state-of-being verb to form an acceptable
English sentence.

L

Group 3:

Behold + A d j .

51 and b. [it was] very good
6:12 the earth, and b . , it was corrupt (single Hebrew
word follows hinneh. trans. "she-was-corrupt”)
8:13 b. the face of the ground was dry (3 Hebrew
words follow hinneh, trans. "they-were-dry
surfaces-of the-ground")
40:6 b. they were sad (Hebrew word trans. "onesbeing-dejected" follows hinneh. which appears to
have the pronoun "they" attached to it.)

Figure 4: Examples of behold + Adj. in Genesis

Group 4: Behold + S .

While the other three groups all

provide some sense of stasis, two Genesis passages follow
hinneh with a sentence (NP + active verb).

In each of these

examples, however, the Hebrew verb is in the perfect tense,
while the verbs in the surrounding text are imperfect.

See

the box, below, for these two sentences:

This backshifting, one requirement of rigorous linguists
seeking to define FID, suggests this narrative use of hinneh
truly marks FID in ancient Hebrew, especially since the
deictic and expressive requirements are also met in the
cases discussed.
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